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Abstract 

Restaurant being a customer centric business faces a lot of challenge in day-to-day operation 

between inventory management, staffing, and customer handling. Any mismanagement could 

be unhealthy in its business long-term. Medium scale restaurants often lack an appropriate sales 

forecasting system, and most of them still adapt to the traditional forecasting technique of 

intuition which comes handy with experiences. 

This thesis presents a predictive analytics approach in forecasting daily sales for a restaurant 

setup. A real-world dataset from a restaurant in Bengaluru, India is collected to analyse the 

practical challenges associated. Multiple Linear Regression, KNN, Decision Tree, Random 

Forest and SVR are the five regression algorithms used to predict the daily sales. 

Two models: Single-Output Regression and Multi-Output Regression models are trained for 

predicting the overall sales and individual sales of eight top-selling menu items, respectively. 

Influence of external factors: google trends user search pattern, hourly weather, temperature, 

local events are analysed. 

The major contribution of this thesis would be a web application to forecast the future sales of 

the restaurant. The overall key factors that drive the business is identified which can be scaled 

and be adapted by other similar business.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Restaurant business has always been famous all around the world given the demand for 

food has increased tremendously. The way this business has evolved speaks about the 

competition that persists among them. Along with the customer satisfactory service other 

factors have been playing a key role in running a successful business. Success factor lies in 

achieving maximum profit which is accomplished by minimum cost and maximum sales. 

Having a minimum cost also means to have the exact number of staff working with minimal 

waste of products. Forecasting the future sales along with the staff planning comes only with 

great experience.  

This research also uses the Google Trends data which represents the online search 

behaviour of the restaurant’s visitors. With relatively large number of google users and 

technology at arm’s reach visitors search pattern for the restaurant and their influence on the 

sales can be interesting to analyse. 

Added to this, will the other factors like weather and social events influence the sales? It 

can be hard even for an experience manager of a restaurant to answer. However, along with the 

appropriate data and analysis methods the relationship between the external factors and the 

daily sales of a restaurant can be used in achieving precise sales forecast. 

 

1.1 Data Source 
Currently with technology being available at an affordable cost, most of the moderately 

performing restaurants have adapted to POS technologies and have their data stored and 

accessed over cloud. The data that is necessary for this research is the item-wise daily / hourly 

sales and the total sales data. This information is easily accessible at any required format. 

There are various weather API’s to provide the hourly weather historic data and forecast. 

Using the best and most popular API would give the best accuracy and precise data. Other data 

such as the local social events, public holidays and google trends data are simply available 

online or collected manually. 

 

1.2 Research Question and Objective 
The main objective of this thesis is the build a machine learning backed decision support 

system to forecast sales of a self-service restaurant located in the city of Bangalore, India. 

Having such a predictive model along with a dashboard can be implemented to any similar 

business and support in forecasting the sales with appropriate data. Predictive analysis is 

training a machine learning model with the historical data for it to learn with the patterns and 

trends. This trained model can be further used is forecasting sales given the suitable inputs. 

One of the important aspects of this thesis is to identify the most essential metrics that 

are driving the sales. Identifying this metric can support in achieving a successful business by 

having an effective cost and revenue management strategy in place. Agnieszka Lasek, et al., 
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quotes “Revenue management (RM) is the application of information systems and pricing 

strategies to allocate the right capacity to the right customer at the right place at the right time. 

The determination of “right” entails achieving both the most revenue possible for the 

restaurant and delivering the greatest value or utility to the customer” 

Precise sales forecasting is critical in the restaurant business. At the lest level, the 

restaurant managers use these predictive models to plan their inventories, stop-up the 

ingredients and supplies, schedule the employees effectively to result in running a cost-

effective business. Key stockholders like restaurant managers, owners to the executives of a 

restaurant chain rely on the forecast to make an informed data driven decision.  

With the progress of this thesis, the following research questions are expected to be 

answered. 

1. Restaurant Search Online – Google Trends Data: Degree of sales dependence 

on the user online search interest for the restaurant 

2. Does Weather have an influence on the sales of Food Item? Warm day increases 

sales of chilled items; sales of hot beverages are higher on cold day; rainy day 

negatively influence the overall sales. 

3. What is/are the most important metrics that drives the restaurant sales? Variable 

used are, date details, weather, public holiday, google trends data, previous 4-

week average. 

4. Outlier Importance: Should outlier data be considered if they are genuine? 

 

1.3 Research Purpose and Limitation 
This thesis intendents to explore and identify the metrics essential for a successful 

restaurant business. Many independent variables are considered for the research purpose to 

evaluate their independent influence on the sales variation. Most of the variables used here are 

like the once used by other researchers to explore the influence of weather, weekday data on 

the sales. Multiple research has been carried out across different countries around the globe. 

The general observation can be highlighted as: The results for each of these research vary 

across location. Metric influencing the sales at each location changes. 

Variations across Regions: The research by Michael Lynn, et al., analysed the seven 

years monthly sales data for a multi-regional restaurant chain in the United States to conclude 

that the relation between metricises and future sales varied across the regions and across 

specific restaurant. This motivates the current research to be conducted on a self-service 

restaurant located in the city of Bangalore, India. 

Restaurant Online Search Behaviour: Using consumer online restaurant search data 

available on google trends to study its influence on the sales is least explored. In the hospitality 

industry, various research has used search engine data available on google trends to predict 

hotel demand and tourist inflow volume. Zhang et al. along with his research has developed a 

hybrid model which forecasts tourist in-flow, using the search engine data and the support 

vector regression. In a separate research Xiang and Pan concluded that the size of the city’s 
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tourism industry could be indicated by the volume of the search queries. He analysed log files 

of search engines to determine the different online travel query pattern. Hao Tang, et al., along 

with the online restaurant search pattern highlighted the different dining pattern and frequency 

of US and Chinese consumers. 

Many of the research undertaken in the similar fields have analysed the influence of 

weather on the daily sales of food products. In an article Journal of Foodservice Business 

Research, the authors have analysed the effect of weather on restaurant sales of specific items. 

The authors have considered different weather features and studied their effect. The results 

were varied, influence of weather feature differed across the menu items. This research 

concluded that weather factors have influence on the sales. The unavailability of hour-by-hour 

sales data for the current research is a limitation to study the exact influence of weather metric 

on the sales. Hourly forecast of sales is a challenge; however, the predictive analysis can be 

implemented on daily basis. 

Restaurant search data provided by Google Trends can only be used in studying its 

influence on historic data and cannot be used for forecasting the sales. However, this study can 

support in deciding on platform for future promotions. 

 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Having an absolute understanding about the previously completed research in the area of 

restaurant sales forecasting and models used previously helps in better locating the current 

research among other studies. This section mainly focuses to discuss on the useful models 

previously used and, and the google trends data that is included as a part of this research. 

 

2.1 Google Trends Data Usability for Research 
Google Trends Data as explained – “Google Trends data reflects searches people make 

on Google every day, but it can also reflect irregular search activity, such as automated 

searches or queries that may be associated with attempts to spam our search results. Google 

Trends provides access to a largely unfiltered sample of actual search requests made to 

Google. It’s anonymized (no one is personally identified), categorized (determining the topic 

for a search query) and aggregated (grouped together). This allows the result to display 

interest in a particular topic from around the globe or down to city-level geography.”  

Hao Tang, et al., (July, 2018) has used the google trends data to have a focused study of 

the cross-culture trend on the online search behaviour of the restaurant consumers from US and 

China. This research was concluded by stating that Americans more routinely arrange activities 

involving dining in restaurants on a weekly basis.Irem Onder et al., (January 2015) researched 

with an objective to investigate if the google trends data have the predictive power to improve 

the forecasting accuracy of tourism demand. Result of this study showed that, using Google 

Trends for tourism demand forecasting is a valuable option. 
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2.2 Models Used 

2.2.1 Multiple Regression 

Multi-output regression can also be known as multi-variate or multi-target or multi-

response regression where aims to predict multiple target variables. The target variable which 

is being predicted is called as dependent variable and the feature variables which is used to 

predict the target variable are called as independent variable. When the output variables are 

binary, the learning problem is called multi-label classification and when discrete are called as 

multi-dimensional classification.  

Hanen Borchani, et al.,(Sept/Oct 2015) has provided a survey on multi-output 

regression where several applications like ecological modelling to predict quality of vegetation, 

chemometrics to infer concentrations of several analytes from multi-variate calibration using 

multi-variate spectral data, prediction of audio spectrum of wind noise, etc. regarding multi-

output regression are studied. Multi-output regression outperforms in dealing with missing data 

where some features/target variables are not detected, the existence of noise in real-world 

application, and dependencies between multiple features/target variable. It also provides 

methods for an effective model in real world by considering the relations between features and 

respective target variables and between target variables. Further advantage is that it produces 

simple models with better computational efficiency and learns multiple tasks at the same time. 

Kiran Karkera (Aug 2017) has revealed some important facts regarding regression 

model using multiple target variables. Machine learning classifier encourages single target 

variable. When performing regression model, the target variable is real values and when 

performing classification model, the target variable is either binary or multivalued. A multiple 

regression model predicts a dependent variable based on two or more independent (feature) 

variable and a multi target regression deals with multiple dependent variables. Multi target 

regression divides methods into two categories i.e. Problem transformation and Algorithm 

transformation. The top down induction of clustering tree uses the decision tree for clustering 

where Multi target regression lies as a foundation.  

HUNG-CHE WU (Aug 2015) has used multidimensional and hierarchical model to 

assess the service quality of fast food restaurant. In this paper, the findings of the study provided 

an effective marketing management strategy to the restaurants. The concept of multi-

dimensional and hierarchical structures of service quality perceptions is implemented for 

developing the measurement instrument in this study has provided empirical results. The 

customers make their evaluations of the primary dimensions based on their overall evaluations 

of the corresponding subdimensions. The combination of all these constitutes a customer’s 

overall perception of service quality. The measurement of perceived service quality in Fast 

food restaurants has been made based three primary dimensions (IQ, PEQ, and OQ) and 10 

specific subdimensions (interpersonal interaction, problem-solving skill, professional skill, 

ambience and aesthetics, restaurant cleanliness, layout and design, menu design, dining 

experience, food quality, and menu variety) in a multi-dimensional through the measurement 

models modification process hierarchical structure where the factors in the same level are 

highly correlated to each other. 
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2.2.2 Regression Tree 

A general regression tree consists of single output variable and one or more predicted 

variable consists of mixture of categorical and continuous variables. Regression tree is built by 

implementing binary recursive partitioning process which is an iterative process that splits the 

data into partitions or branches, and then continues splitting each partition into smaller groups 

as the method moves up each branch. At first, all records in the training set are grouped into 

the same partition then the algorithm is applied which begin allocating the data into the first 

two partitions or branches, using all feasible binary split. The algorithm selects the split which 

minimizes the sum of the squared deviations from the mean in the two separate partitions. This 

splitting rule is then applied to each of the new branches and this process continues until each 

node reaches a minimum node size and becomes a terminal node (end of further division of 

branches). (If the sum of squared deviations from the mean in a node is zero, then that node is 

considered a terminal node even if it has not reached the minimum size.) 

Hendrik Blockeel, et al., (Nov 2000) has provided insights towards the top down 

induction tree method regarding clustering can be used by classification and regression. The 

findings are closely related to stepwise regression tree which builds regression tree on 

supervised manner where top down induction clustering are considered as a generalised 

stepwise regression tree. Top down induction tree can also build regression tree on 

unsupervised manner where it can predict multiple values.  

Kushal Vala (Mar 2019) discussed about all the methods used for regression trees. 

Decision tree algorithm is used for regression tree, where the model is based on nested if-else 

conditions. The method interprets the result well but provides loss in accuracy. To overcome 

this issue, strategies like bagging, boosting and random forest is used. The paper describes the 

working of decision tree based on regression tree which includes the mathematical perspective 

for using decision tree and strategies of using recursive binary splitting. The paper also reveals 

about tree pruning algorithm. When the model undergoes overfitting (high variance) leads to 

low bias of the model, but if the tree with less split might lead to lower variance and higher 

bias. Hence to overcome this problem, pruning algorithm is used which includes the growth of 

large tree and splitting is stopped only when the threshold is achieved. 

Zhifeng Wu (July 2016) has discussed about a regression tree approach to investigate 

the non-linear relationship between land surface temperature and vegetation abundance. In this 

paper, regression tree performed well in predicting land surface temperature variation than 

linear regression. The rules derived from regression tree provided an insight towards specific 

landscape type. The regression tree model considered to be a suitable approach in modelling 

with higher standard deviation and have their own mechanism of Normalized Difference 

Vegetation Index on land surface temperature. The paper deals with core urban area having 

high urbanisation and homogeneity of landscape. 

2.2.3 KNN 

KNN algorithm (k-nearest neighbors) is used for supervised machine learning for both 

classification and regression. The algorithm is based on labelled input data on which data is 

trained upon which produces an appropriate output when provided new unlabelled data. This 
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algorithm assumes that the similar events occurs in close proximity. KNN represents the idea 

of similarity by finding the Euclidean distance between the points. The k-value defines the 

closest value to be considered for neighbouring data. 

Meo Vincent C. Caya, et al., (Nov/Dec 2019) demonstrated the Monitoring and 

Detection of Fruits and Vegetables Spoilage in the Refrigerator using Electronic Nose Based 

on Principal Component Analysis. The paper is based on the design of an electronic nose 

system that will be sensitive to the gases emitted by spoiled food samples namely banana, 

peachy, carrots and grapes operating in low level temperature particularly the refrigerator and 

then determine food spoilage using Principal Component Analysis – K Nearest Neighbors. The 

K-NN algorithm is applied for clusters formed by PCA transformation to classify the grouping 

of food. The classifier used to classify the input fruit and vegetables using KNN algorithm 

where the method will get the k nearest neighbour from PCA. The results obtained showed that 

the K-NN algorithm works effectively in recognising the spoilage detection of foods. 

Doreswamy Doreswamy, et al., (Mar 2020) has represented feature selection methods 

for household food security classification. In this paper, the exploration of filter-based feature 

selection techniques is observed such as correlation matrix, feature importance, univariate, and 

the proposed feature selection method called intersection. The evaluation of accuracy is 

obtained by following algorithms like K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN), Random Forest (RF), 

Logistic Regression (LR), and Support Vector Machine (SVM). The feature selection 

technique is implemented to eliminate redundant features from the dataset. K-NN algorithm 

provided better accuracy with better correlation matrix. Although the algorithm worked well 

with selected features and provided the accuracy of those selected features where Random 

Forest algorithm outperforms and provided the same accuracy for all the features. 

2.2.4 SVM 

Support vector machine is a supervised machine learning algorithm and can be used for 

both classification and regression. The support vector machine are the data points lies closer to 

the hyperplane. Support vector regression uses the same principle as support vector machine. 

There is a minute difference between the classification and regression in SVM. As the output 

consists of real number which becomes very difficult to predict because of the infinite 

possibilities. In the case of support vector regression, an approximation is set towards the 

margin of tolerance (epsilon) to the SVM which would have asked from the problem. But 

besides this fact, there is also a more complicated reason, the algorithm is more complicated 

therefore to be taken in consideration. However, the main idea is to minimize error, 

individualizing the hyperplane which maximizes the margin, keeping in mind that part of the 

error is tolerated.  

Gediminas Žylius, et al., (Jan 2015) has performed evaluation of computational 

intelligence techniques for daily product sales forecasting where three computational 

intelligence models are selected for regression task with various input sets for daily time series 

forecasting. This paper describes what are the input factors responsible for daily sale time series 

forecasting, how the weather has influenced on forecasting performance, which computational 

model is best suited for daily sales forecasting. Various models are applied, where the features 
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extracted from time series using v - support vector regression techniques provided best 

forecasting accuracy. Also, the finding includes that ν - support vector regression model 

appears to be the most suitable forecasting model amongst all three models attaining smallest 

median mean absolute percentage error for all input features (without weather inputs). 

2.2.5 Random Forest 

Random forest consists of large number of individual decision trees that operates on an 

ensemble. Tony Yiu (Jun 2019) has mentioned that each individual tree in random forests spits 

out a class prediction and the class having most votes are the prediction of the model. The 

advantage of using random forest is a larger number of relatively uncorrelated models (trees) 

operates as a committee which outperforms any of the individual constituent models. Also, 

there needs to be some signal in the features, so that models built would perform better at 

random guessing. The predictions made by the individual tree should have low correlations 

between each other. 

Wanshan Peng, et al., (Aug 2019) discussed about the random forest classification of 

rice planting area using multitemporal polarimetric radarsat-2 data. In this paper random forest 

algorithm is used for classification where the result showed that the algorithm worked 

effectively in identifying the ground objects in in the rice planting area. The algorithm provided 

effective information about crop fields and worked well in providing the accuracy while 

classifying the ground objects in rice planting area, though was not ideal in classification of 

accuracy in plastic greenhouse.  

Hua Lan (Jun 2019) has mentioned a crowdsourcing quality prediction model based on 

random forest. This paper studies the strategies and prediction models for controlling 

crowdsourcing quality with the help of regression analysis, a model for the contractor to 

effectively complete the crowdsourcing task is constructed. A random forest classifier is used 

to classify the contractors and to predict the crowd sourcing quality. The result found to be 

more accurate than the traditional one. The results showed that the classification and prediction 

outcome using random forests model were very good. Within a certain error range, the 

employer could use the model to classify crowdsourcing participants and predict the 

crowdsourcing results that would be submitted, and then respond to the results submitted by 

the contractor in time to receive or reject, so as to achieve the purpose of controlling 

crowdsourcing quality i.e. the employers could control the crowdsourcing quality within a 

certain error range while classification and prediction using random forest method. 

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research Planning 
This section discusses about the methodologies that have been followed to carry out the 

research process. Planning, setting a roadmap and timeline is very essential in working toward 

the desired purpose of a research. This research has focused on building a decision support 

system for restaurant business with the aid of machine learning techniques and statistical 

algorithms. To implement the machine learning technique and algorithm on the dataset, many 
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other essential steps have been crisply taken care. Well planned research supports in effective 

completion. 

 

3.2 Business Understanding 
The most initial stage for any practical oriented research associated with the business is 

to understand the business itself. Business Understanding gives a hawk eye view on the 

potential data that can be expected.  

The chosen restaurant business concentrate on inventory, staff, menu, and customer. 

Customer being at the centre of the business this research concentrates its focus on daily sales 

for the restaurant. After several calls and meeting with the business stakeholders, an overall 

view on the business was outlined. To run a business efficiently, is to have manage the staff 

and inventory effectively. Over-staffing or mis-managed inventory leads to cost of business 

and eventually effect over a long run. Forecasting the sales for a small to medium scale 

restaurants has been sparse compared to the related research topics among other industries in 

India. 

 

3.3 Data Collection 
Data collection is a crucial stage in a research. Data decides on the accomplishment of 

the research objectives and the efficiency. Data collection is a systematic iterative process 

rather than a one-time activity. This stage is dependent on the business understanding and the 

defined aim of the research. Planned decision on data collection directly implies to the degree 

of research accomplishment. 

The data requirement expectation was set at the business understanding stage and 

accordingly the sales data was received in multiple csv file format. The data received were 

pulled from the cloud storage setup used by the business for their POS operations. Essential 

variables to accomplish the task was discussed with the stockholders and delivered accordingly. 

This research also aims to study the impact of external factors that drives the business. 

For this purpose of study different source of data had to be chosen as a point of data collection. 

One such external factors considered were the daily weather data. Choosing a reliable source 

that provides the historic data posed a challenge. Open-source historic data providers failed to 

with accurate data when verified with the Indian Meteorological source. openweathermap.org 

was chosen as a verified source with minimal paid hourly-historic weather data for the 

Bengaluru location. Local holiday and calendar events were gathered from other reliable open 

sources. 
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3.4 Data Exploration 

3.4.1 Data Information 

Understanding every feature present in the dataset helps in deciding their relevance for 

the research. Features maybe independently chosen as a part of research or can be an integral 

part of dataset. Understanding the data helps to ensure its closeness to the business requirement 

and is essential for the planned research. 

Data has been gathered as per this research plan and each feature is explained as 

follows: 

i. Date: Date of sales of a day. This variable is key in merging different 

external dataset. 

 

ii. dayOfMonth: This is generated from ‘Date’ feature, this represents the day-

of-month of the respective ‘Date’. This variable is considered to study the 

day influence in the sales of a month. This feature is categorised and 

numerically ranges from 1-31 depending on the respective month. 

 

iii. dayOfWeek: This is generated from ‘Date’ feature, this represents the day-

of-week of the respective ‘Date’. This feature is categorised and numerically 

ranges from 1-7 depending on the respective day in the week. 

 

iv. monthOfYear: This is generated from ‘Date’ feature, this represents the 

month-of-year of the respective ‘Date’. This feature is categorised and 

numerically ranges from 1-12 depending on the respective month of the 

year. 

 

v. tempMin: This is an averaged ‘minimum’ temperature of all the open hours 

of the restaurant of the current date. 

 

vi. tempMax: This is an averaged ‘maximum’ temperature of all the open 

hours of the restaurant of the current date. 

 

vii. feelsLikeMin: This is an averaged ‘minimum feels-like’ temperature 

variable of all the open hours of the restaurant of the current date. 

 

viii. feelsLikeMax: This is an averaged ‘maximum feels-like’ temperature 

variable of all the open hours of the restaurant of the current date. 

 

ix. weatherScore__0 to 19: Weather description available for each restaurant 

open hour is converted to 20 columns. These 20 columns give an accurate 

trend of hourly weather trend and its influence on the sales can be studied. 

The suffixed values 0 to 19 refers to 20 weather descriptions 

respectively(broken clouds,   drizzle,   few clouds,   fog,   haze,   heavy 
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intensity rain,   light intensity drizzle,   light rain,   light thunderstorm,   mist,   

moderate rain,   overcast clouds,   proximity moderate rain,   proximity 

thunderstorm,   scattered clouds,   sky is clear / clear sky,   thunderstorm,   

thunderstorm with heavy rain,   thunderstorm with light rain,   thunderstorm 

with rain) 

 

x. currentHoliday: This hold binary data representing if the date was a public 

/ local holiday in the region / city of the restaurant. 

 

xi. gt_3_Month Avg: (Google Trends 3-months average value) Google 

provides consecutive 90-days search term or item report. This feature is an 

average of 3 overlapping months for the given date. 

 

xii. totalSales: (target 1) This is one of the target variable with continuous 

values. It is the total sales of restaurant for the given date. 

 

xiii. item_targets (target 2) includes top-selling menu items - barjariOota, chaat, 

hotBeverages, iceCream, idly, juice, masalaDosa, southMeals. This target is 

considered for prediction of sales of each food items. 

 

 

3.5 Data Pre-Processing and Preparation 
Data cleaning deals with the dataset preparation concentrates on getting the data prepared 

for further machine learning use. Data preparation is carried over by a set of rules associated 

with machine learning techniques. 

Data Pre-processing / Cleaning: As the data is gathered from different source, its hold 

high potential to be unclean and inconsistent. This problem could lead to false conclusion of 

result. Hence, degree of clean data is proportional to the quality of result. [Omar, 2019] 

Steps that has be considered during the data pre-processing are as follows: 

 

3.5.1 Handling Missing Values 

Missing values are unavoidable in a given dataset. These cannot be ignored. As the in-

built machine learning technologies are used in the further steps, these technologies throw error 

on encountering missing or null values. Missing values can be taken care in the following ways: 

a. Drop: If there are very less count of missing values then they can be dropped. 

Dropping those values should not have great influence over the count of 

datapoints. If there are considerably large number of missing values the 

following step can be implemented. 

b. Impute: Imputing values is to generate the missing values based on the other 

similar observation. Statistically, the mean / median or mode of the missing 
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value column is taken as a filler while imputing the values. Linear Regression 

can also be used to generate the missing values. 

 

3.5.2 Data-type Consistency Check 

All the data of an observation should consistently belong to same datatypes. 

Inconsistency could lead to false conclusion of the result. For better storing of dataframe the 

values are better kept in an appropriate datatype. A generated numeric value could result in an 

‘object’ type data. In-appropriately placing the data in float could lead to irrelevant results. 

 

3.5.3 Check for Duplicate Values 

Duplicate values are a common scenario resulted due to repeated values, specially 

occurs due to collating of data from different sources. Duplicated values lead to un-necessary 

weight of the data which in-turn leads to biasness. 

 

3.5.4 Label Encoding Data 

Machine Learning model mainly the once predicting numerical values expect to have 

numerical values as input. To have all the values in numbers, there is a need to convert the text 

data into categorical values. Table-1 represents the categorised weather description and 

dayOfWeek data to categories giving them a whole number value. This solution is achieved by 

arbitrarily map numerical values to each category. This process can be achieved by inbuilt 

libraries available in python. This is categorisation is called Label Encoding. 

uniqueDesc categorised Date dayOfWeek categorised 

  broken clouds 0 15-08-2020 Sat 7 

  drizzle 1 16-08-2020 Sun 1 

  few clouds 2 17-08-2020 Mon 2 

  light thunderstorm 8 23-08-2020 Sun 1 

  mist 9 24-08-2020 Mon 2 

  moderate rain 10 25-08-2020 Tue 3 

  overcast clouds 11 26-08-2020 Wed 4 

  proximity moderate rain 12 27-08-2020 Thur 5 

  proximity thunderstorm 13 28-08-2020 Fri 6 

  scattered clouds 14 29-08-2020 Sat 7 

  sky is clear 15 30-08-2020 Sun 1 

  thunderstorm 16 31-08-2020 Mon 2 

  thunderstorm with heavy rain 17 01-09-2020 Tue 3 

  thunderstorm with light rain 18 02-09-2020 Wed 4 

  thunderstorm with rain 19 03-09-2020 Thur 5 

clear sky 20 04-09-2020 Fri 6 

Table 1: Example of categorised variables. 
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3.5.5 One-Hot Encoding 

The limitations of label encoding is handled by one-hot encoding. The machine learning 

algorithm could prioritise on the higher valued label and ignore the others. This problem is 

overcome by One-Hot Encoding, where the categorical row data are converted to column data. 

This results in having extra column as many as that of categorical data. Table 2 represents the 

one-hot encoded variables. 

dayOfWeek is_sun is_mon is_tue is_wed is_thur is_fri is_sat 

Sat 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Sun 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mon 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Tue 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

Wed 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Thur 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

Fri 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Table 2: Example of One-Hot Encoded Values 

 

3.5.6 Feature Scaling 

Comparing the scale of each variable is important to understand the difference between 

each other. Each feature would have different scales, and the machine learning model would 

interpret all of them as numerical values, in the process the results produced by the trained 

model would be inconsistent and unreliable. To achieve uniform scale between each of these 

variables, the feature scaling method is required to be implemented.  

However, the requirement for scaling the data depends on the (1). Data and (2). 

Algorithm planning to be implemented. Not all the algorithms require scaling mechanism. Data 

are not required to be scaled to use algorithm like Decision Tree and Naïve Bayes. (Jeremy, 

2017) 

 

3.5.7 Check for Correlation 

The statistical relationship between two variables is called as correlation. Variables in 

a dataset can be related in various way i.e. when one variable could cause or depend on the 

values of other variable or when one variable could be slightly associated with another variable 

or when two variables could be dependent on the unknown third variable. A correlation could 

either be positive (when both variables change in same direction), neutral (when there is no 

relationship between the variables) and negative (when variables change in opposite 

directions). The performance of an algorithm degrades when two or more variables are tightly 

correlated with each other which is known as multicollinearity. When the variables can be 

related by having linear relationship or consistent is called as covariance.  

Correlation matrix is a covariance matrix where data points follow roughly straight-line 

trend to have an approximate linear relationship. Correlation describes the strength of the linear 
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association i.e. it summarises the strength and direction of the linear (straight-line) association 

between two quantitative variables, denoted by r, where the values lies between -1 and +1. A 

positive value for r indicates a positive association, and a negative value for r indicates a 

negative association. 

The closer r is to 1 the closer the data points fall to a straight line; thus, the linear 

association is stronger. The closer r is to 0, making the linear association weaker. The highly 

negative and positive correlated data must be removed from the algorithm to get a better 

accuracy while predicting the dataset. 

 

Figure 1: Correlation Metrix for the Features (APPENDIX - A) 

3.5.8 Handling Outlier 

Outliers are those extreme values which are deviated from other observations on data, 

that might indicate a variability in a measurement, experimental errors, or a novelty. Basically, 

an outlier is an observation that diverges from an overall pattern on a sample. Outliers can be 

of two types: 

1. Univariate – These outliers can be found when the distribution of values is in 

single feature space. 

2. Multivariate – These outliers can be found in a n-dimensional space consisting 

of n-features. The distributions of n-dimensional space are quite difficult; hence 

the training of model is performed.  

Basically, the bad data, wrong data can be identified as outliers which should be 

dropped off and should be corrected at the same time as it affects the level of data i.e. changing 

of mean which cause issue while modelling of data. 

The visualization tools required to discover outliers are: 

a. Box Plot Technique – A box plot is a method which depicts the group of numerical 

data through quartiles. This technique also includes whiskers which are the lines 

extended vertically from the boxes indicating variability outside the upper and lower 
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quartiles, hence it is also known as box and whisker plot or box and whisker diagram. 

Here, outliers might be plotted as individual points. 

 
Figure 2: Box Plot to find the Outlier Sales (APPENDIX - B) 

 

b. Scatter Plot - A scatter plot technique is a method of plot or mathematical diagram 

performed using Cartesian coordinates which display values for typically two variables 

for a set of data. The data are displayed as a collection of points, each having the value 

of one variable determining the position on the horizontal axis and the value of the other 

variable determining the position on the vertical axis. 

c. Z-Score – The Z-score is the signed number of standard deviations by which the value 

of an observation or data point is higher than the mean value of what is being observed 

or measured. The goal behind Z-score is to define any data point by obtaining the 

relationship of mean and standard deviation with the group of data points. It is the finds 

the distribution of data where mean is 0 and standard deviation is 1 which is the normal 

distribution. While calculating the Z-score the data is re-scaled and centred and the data 

points which are too far from zero are observed. These data points which are way too 

far from zero are considered as the outliers. In most of the cases a threshold of 3 or -3 

is used i.e. if the Z-score value is greater than or less than 3 or -3 respectively, that data 

point will be identified as outliers. 

d. IQR Score - The interquartile range (IQR), also called as the midspread or middle 50%, 

or technically H-spread, is a measure of statistical dispersion, being equal to the 

difference between 75th and 25th percentiles, or between upper and lower quartiles, 

IQR = Q3 − Q1. In other words, the IQR is the first quartile subtracted from the third 

quartile, which can be visualized on a box plot on the data. It is a measure of the 

dispersion similar to standard deviation or variance but is much more robust against 

outliers. 

 

3.5.9 Train, Validate and Test Data Splitting 

The training data is the sample of data which fits the model i.e. the actual dataset which 

trains the model and the model sees and learns from this data.  

Validation Dataset: The sample of data which is used to provide an unbiased estimation of a 

model fit on the training dataset while tuning model hyperparameters i.e. the process of 

searching an ideal model architecture can also be meant as searching of hyperparameters space 

for the optimum values. The estimation becomes more biased as skill on the validation dataset 

is incorporated into the model configuration. Basically, it evaluates a model as the data is used 
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to fine tune the model hyperparameters. The validation set is also known as dev set or 

development set as it helps in the development stage of a model.  

Test Dataset: The sample of data used to provide an unbiased evaluation of a final model fit 

on the training dataset. The test dataset provides a gold standard to evaluate the model. This 

data is only used when a data is completely trained i.e. using train and validation sets and is 

generally used to evaluate the competing model. The test set is generally well curated. It 

contains carefully sampled data that spans the various classes that the model would face, when 

used in the real world. 

Dataset Split Ratio: The splitting of data into train, validation and test sets are based on mainly 

two things i.e. the total number of samples in the dataset and the actual model that is being 

trained. Few models require substantial data to train upon; hence optimization is performed on 

larger training set. Models having very few hyperparameters would be easier to validate and 

tune where the size of validation set can be reduced but having larger hyperparameters would 

require larger validation set which will include cross validation technique and if a model does 

not contain any hyperparameters or ones which cannot be easily tuned, where validation set 

might not be needed. 

 

3.6 Multiple Regression 
The Multiple linear regression (MLR) is also known as multiple regression which is a 

statistical technique which uses several independent variables to predict a response variable. 

The regression models are used to define the relationship between variables by fitting a line to 

the observed data. The goal is to model the linear relationship between the explanatory 

(independent) variables and response (dependent) variable. This technique includes more than 

one feature variables. The multiple linear regression is used to observe basically the below 

points: 

1. How strong the relationship is between two or more independent variables and 

one dependent variable. 

2. The value of the dependent variable at a certain value of the independent 

variables.  

The coefficient of determination (R-squared) is a statistical metric that is used to measure 

the variations analysed in outcome which can be explained by the variation in the independent 

variables. R2 always increases as more predictors are added to the MLR model even though 

the predictors may not be related to the outcome variable. Multiple linear regression (MLR) is 

used to determine a mathematical relationship among several random variables i.e. it examines 

how multiple independent variables are related to one dependent variable. Once each of the 

independent factors has been determined to predict the dependent variable, the information on 

the multiple variables can be used to create an accurate prediction on the level of effect they 

have on the outcome variable.  

The model creates a relationship in the form of a straight line (linear) that best 

approximates all the individual data points. R2 alone cannot be used to identify which 
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predictors should be included or excluded from the model. R2 can be in the range between 0 

and 1, where 0 indicates that the outcome cannot be predicted by any of the independent 

variables and 1 indicates that the outcome can be predicted without error from the independent 

variables. The model is still not always impeccably accurate as each data point can differ 

slightly from the outcome predicted by the model. The residual value, E, which is the difference 

between the actual outcome and the predicted outcome is used in the model which depicts such 

slight variations. 

 

3.7 Multi-Output Regression 
Multioutput regression is the technique which predicts two or more numerical values 

from an input. It can also be called as multi-variate or multi-target or multi-response regression. 

The target variable which is being predicted is called as dependent variable and the feature 

variables which is used to predict the target variable are called as independent variable. When 

the output variables are binary, the learning problem is called multi-label classification and 

when discrete are called as multi-dimensional classification. In multioutput regression, 

typically the outputs are dependent upon the input and upon each other. This means that often 

the outputs are not independent of each other and may require a model that predicts both outputs 

together and each output contingent upon the other outputs. Multi-step time series forecasting 

may be considered a type of multiple-output regression where a sequence of future values is 

predicted, and each predicted value is dependent upon the prior values in the sequence. This 

algorithm divides the methods into below categories.  

a. Problem Transformation – This method includes single target regression and 

regressor chains. 

b. Algorithm Transformation – This method includes multi-output support vector 

regression and multi-output regression trees and rule methods. 

Wrapper multi-output regression – This algorithm does not support multiple outputs in a 

regression model, for eg- support vector regression. A workaround is used for performing 

regression models to predict one value for multioutput regression is to divide the multioutput 

regression problem into multiple sub-problems. The general way to perform the same is to split 

a multioutput regression problem into multiple single-output regression problems which 

includes two models i.e. direct multioutput (which develops an independent model for each 

numerical value to be predicted) and chained multioutput (which develop a sequence of 

dependent models to meet the number of numerical values to be predicted). 

3.7.1 Wrapper Method 

Not all the regression model supports the multi-output prediction. In order to use these kind 

of single output regressor a wrapper class is created which in turn automates the process of 

creating separate model for each target. If each target is considered as separate problem, then 

the wrapper class solves them automatically by creating multiple models for each target. 

• Problem 1: Given X, predict y1. 

• Problem 2: Given X, predict y2. 
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• Problem 3: Given X, predict y3. 

3.7.2 Chain Method 

An alternate method to analyse the relation between the targets is to design a chain method 

for regression. Here, the output of one model is considered as an input for the nest target 

variable. This model performs well if there exists correlation between each target variables. 

 

3.8 Model Evaluation 
The integral component of any data science project lies with the evaluation of the performance 

of machine learning model. It aims in the estimation of the generalization accuracy of a model 

on unseen data. Where accuracy defines the percentage of correct predictions of test data which 

is the division of the correct predictions to the total number of data. Below are the few factors 

which helps in the evaluation of model. 

3.8.1 Mean Absolute Error (MAE) 
Mean absolute error defines the average enormity of errors in a set of prediction without 

considering directions i.e. the absolute value of prediction error of all test data, where 

prediction error is the difference of actual value and predicted value. This is a model evaluation 

technique frequently used with regression models. The lesser the value of MAE, the better the 

model accuracy.  

3.8.2 RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) 
Root mean square is a standard way of estimating error of predictive data in a model. It can 

also be known as the distance between the vector of observed and predicted values. This allows 

to estimate the standard deviation of the error for a single observation rather than total 

observation. An ideal value for RMSE should always be lesser than 180 and if the model 

predicts higher RMSE value then features in the model should be changed or a tweak in the 

hyperparameters can provide better accuracy of model. 

3.8.3 R-Squared (R2) 
R-squared is a statistical measure of calculating the number of data closer to the fit regression 

line. It is also called as coefficient of determination or coefficient of multiple determination for 

multiple regression. Basically, it describes the percentage of response variable variation 

expounded by a linear model. R-squared = Explained variation / Total variation. R-squared is 

between the variability of 0% to 100%, where 0% defines that there is no variability between 

response variable around its mean and 100% defines that the model has complete variability 

between response variable around its mean. Hence, greater the R2 value, the model fits better. 

3.8.4 Adjusted R-Squared (R2) 
This is a modified version of R2 (R-squared) which estimate the variation of target variable by 

including only the important features which are helpful in predicting data. It is used as R-

Squared technique had drawbacks like the value of r-square increases when the new variables 

are added to the model without knowing the behaviour of the model i.e. it could affect the 

model in positive or negative way. Hence, adjusted R2 would penalise for adding additional 

features in the model to predict the target variable. If there is a significant increase in R2 then 
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adjusted r-squared would increase and if there is no significant change in R2 then adjusted R2 

would decrease. 

 

4 ARTEFACT DESIGN and DEVELOPMENT 

4.1 Flask 
Flask is a micro web framework written in Python. It can create a REST API that allows 

you to send data and receive a prediction as a response. The Flask is easier to use and built in 

development server and debugger and used in integrated unit testing support. It is extensively 

documented and is used for RESTful request dispatching. Flask runs on a server. This can be 

in the environment of the client or a different server depending on the client’s requirements. 

When running python app.py it first loads the created pickle file. Once this is loaded then 

making predictions can be started. Predictions are made by passing a POST JSON request to 

the created Flask web server which is on port 5000 by default. In app.py this request is received, 

and a prediction is based on the already loaded prediction function of our model. It returns the 

prediction in JSON format. Then the calling of the web server is performed with the correct 

syntax of data points. This corresponds with the format of the original dataset to get this JSON 

response of your predictions. 

 

4.2 Chart.js 
Chart.js is a free open-source JavaScript library for data visualization, which supports 8 

chart types: bar, line, area, pie (doughnut), bubble, radar, polar, and scatter. Chart.js renders in 

HTML5 canvas and is widely covered as one of the best data visualization libraries. It is 

available under the MIT license. Chart.js charts are rendered on user provided canvas elements. 

Thus, it is up to the user to create the canvas element in a way that is accessible. The canvas 

element has support in all browsers and will render on screen, but the canvas content will not 

be accessible to screen readers. 

With canvas, the accessibility must be added with ARIA attributes on the canvas element 

or added using internal fallback content placed within the opening and closing canvas tags. 

 

4.3 Deployment 
Herokuapp.com - Heroku is a cloud platform as a service (PaaS) supporting several 

programming languages.  Heroku is said to be a polyglot platform as it has features for a 

developer to build, run and scale applications in a similar manner across most languages. The 

Heroku network runs the customer's apps in virtual containers which execute on a reliable 

runtime environment. Heroku calls these containers "Dynos." These Dynos can run code 

written in Node, Ruby, PHP, Go, Scala, Python, Java, or Clojure. Heroku also provides custom 

build packs with which the developer can deploy apps in any other language. Heroku lets the 
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developer scale the app instantly just by either increasing the number of dynos or by changing 

the type of dyno the app runs in. 

 

5 IMPLEMENTATION, ANALYSIS & RESULT 

5.1 Multiple Regression 

5.1.1 Multiple Linear Regression – Implementation 

Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) also known as multiple regression. This is a statistical 

technique to predict the outcome of a response / dependent variable using a set of predictor / 

independent variables. In this research the MLR is also used as multi-output regressor. Set of 

Independent variable to predict the values of a set of dependent variables. 

 

Figure 3: Equation for a best fit line in Regression Analysis (Investopedia, 2020) 

MLR models the linear relation between the dependent and the independent variables. 

MLR works based on following assumptions: 

a. Linearity exists between dependent and independent variable 

b. Features are normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 1 

c. Independent variables are not corelated to with each other. 

P-Value and Coefficients: These are measured to find which variable has statistically 

significant relationship and its nature. Each predictor has a constant value called coefficient 

associated with them, which explains the relationship between dependent and independent 

variable. Sign associated with them explain the positivity or negativity of the relationship. The 

p-value associated with each independent variable tests the null hypothesis that there exists no 

correlation between variable and the dependent variable. P-values being less than significate 

level is enough proof to reject the null hypothesis, and the variable will be considered 

significant inclusion to the model.   

 

5.1.2 Multiple Linear Regression – Interpretation 

5.1.2.1 Single Output Result 

Calculating the errors give a better understanding of the model. Refer Figure 4 and 5 

for the model prediction result. The line graph below helps to understand the close fit of the 

prediction datapoints with the actual data. The difference between actual and the predicted 
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points are referred to as errors. Linear Regression trained for Multiple Regression has trained 

well and successfully explains 91% of the variance in the predicted data. 

 
Figure 4: MLR – Single Output Interpretation (APPENDIX - C) 

 

 
Figure 5: MLR – Actual vs Predicted Values (APPENDIX - C) 

5.1.2.2 Multi-Output Result 

Forecasting multiple output requires an algorithm which is capable of predicting 

multiple outputs. Linear regressor inherently being a multi-output regressor successfully 

predicts the datapoints closer fit to actual data. The error of different targets are averaged to 

understand the overall error of the model in multi-target prediction (Borchani et. al, 2015). All 

the error calculated are an error average of each pair of actual, predicted data points. Linear 

regression trained for predicting eight targets fits to explain 98% of the variance in the 

predictions. 

 
Figure 6: MLR – Multi Output Interpretation (APPENDIX - C) 

 

Figure 7: MLR – Multi-Output Actual vs Predicted Values (APPENDIX - C) 
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5.2 KNN- K-Nearest Neighbour 

5.2.1 KNN – Implementation 

K-nearest neighbour is considered as the simplest machine learning algorithm for 

implementation (Aha, et. al, 1991). KNN is commonly used in classification problems. 

However, it has been used in many previous research involving regression analysis and hence 

been an inspiration to be considered in this research. KNN inherently being a multi-output 

regressor is an add-on advantage for this research. 

KNN algorithm uses feature similarity to predict any new data points given in a 

hyperplane (Alicia et. al, 2003). The value of a new data point in a hyper plan is predicted 

based on the distance of it from other data points.  

a. The distance of the new point from all others (data points from testing) in the 

plane is first calculated (Figure 8). 

b. The closest (distance based) k-points are selected (Figure 8). Value of ‘k’ 

depends on the number of points to be considered. There are several methods to 

select the best ‘k’ value to get the optimal result. 

c. The average of the selected ‘k’ number of data points will be final prediction 

value of the new point. 

 

Figure 8: (Left) Distance Calculation from ‘11’; (Right) Choosing k-nearest neighbours 

(analyticsvidhya, 2018) 

Distance Calculation Technique: The distance between the existing and the new point 

are mathematically based on the formulae: a. Euclidean Distance; b. Manhattan Distance; c. 

Hamming Distance (refer Figure 9, where x: new point and y: existing point.) 

 
Figure 9: Different Formulae for Distance Calculation in a hyperplane  

(analyticsvidhya, 2018) 

Choosing K-value: Based on the k-value the final predicted result tends to change. In 

order to choose an appropriate k-value, an elbow plot of validation error and test data error can 

be plotted against k-values to understand the change in result. 
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Python provides built in libraries and function to implement KNN. Distance 

calculation, KNN prediction can be down effortlessly. Choosing an appropriate k values drives 

towards better result. In-order to achieve the best result, ‘GridSearch CV’ function provides 

automated solution to research for the optimal k-value which provides the least error. 

 

5.2.2 KNN – Interpretation 

5.2.2.1 Single Output Result 

Nearest neighbour algorithm does the prediction based on averaging the chosen nearest 

neighbour value present in the hyperplane. (Haara, 2012) This KNN regression model produces 

high errors on predicting the single output and has to variance explanation of about 35% over 

the predicted data. Thus, makes it less reliable over the linear model. 

 
Figure 10: KNN – Single Output Interpretation (APPENDIX - D) 

 

 

Figure 11: KNN – Actual vs Predicted Values (APPENDIX - D) 

 

5.2.2.2 Multi-Output Result 

KNN has better variance explanation on predicting multi-output than predicting the 

single output. For each target values the errors are computed separately and then averaged to 

interpret the over error by the model. This model explains about 96% of the variance in the 

predicted data. 

 
Figure 12: KNN – Multi Output Interpretation (APPENDIX - D) 
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Figure 13: KNN – Multi-Output Actual vs Predicted Values (APPENDIX - D) 

 

5.3 Decision Tree 

5.3.1 Decision Tree – Implementation 

Decision Tree are predictive models that arrive at concluding the targeted values by 

answering a set of binary rules. In the process of setting each rule, each possible values are 

narrowed and the model learns to predict the values. For each set of rules, the nodes are split 

into separate branches (Wei, 2013). 

Splitting at Node: The decision made a data splitting at each node influences the tree’s 

accuracy. Mean Squared Error (MSE) is used to decide as a criterion to split the nodes into two 

or more sub-nodes. 

Prediction: In decision tree, given a datapoint, it passes through all the nodes of the tree 

to reach the leaf node. The average of the values at the leaf node is used as prediction result. 

 

Figure 14: Decision Tree Representation (gdcoder, 2019) 
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5.3.2 Decision Tree – Interpretation 

5.3.2.1 Single Output Result 

Decision Tree is successful in explaining about 83% of variance in the model. This 

model is trained to predict a single output with an error as mentioned in the Figure below. 

 
Figure 15: Decision Tree – Single Output Interpretation (APPENDIX - E) 

 

 

Figure 16: Decision Tree – Actual vs Predicted Values (APPENDIX - E) 

 

5.3.2.2 Multi-Output Result 

Decision Tree inherently is an multi-output regressor. Here it has been trained to 

explain 95% of variance in the prediction data fit by the trained model. Various error are 

calculated as mentioned in the figure. 

 

Figure 17: Decision Tree – Multi Output Interpretation (APPENDIX - E) 

 

Figure 18: Decision Tree – Multi-Output Actual vs Predicted Values (APPENDIX-E) 
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5.4 Random Forest 

5.4.1 Random Forest – Implementation 

Random Forest is very similar to Ensemble learning which involves combination of 

multiple algorithms to make more accurate prediction than an individual model. However, this 

algorithm employs multiple decision tree algorithm to overcome the limitations of independent 

decision trees (Jehad et. al, 2012). Decision poses high risk of overfitting and involves in local 

optimisation as it can not move back in splitting. Decision Tree results are sensitive to training 

data. On the contrary random forest is an supervised learning algorithm and uses ensemble 

learning method for classification and regression problem. It uses bagging method where the 

trees run parallelly and does not involve any interaction between each other and its feature of 

being inherently multi-output regressor qualifies for this research. 

 

Figure 19: Random Forest Representation (towardsdatascience.com, 2019) 

For the regression analysis Random forest estimates the result by aggregating multiple 

decision trees, and involves some modification like: 

a. Feature used for splitting at each node is decided by some percentage of total 

number of features. This avoids the reliance of ensemble model heavily on any 

single feature and uses all features equally. 

b. Random sample from the dataset is drawn at each split to additionally add 

randomness which avoids overfitting.  

 

5.4.2 Random Forest – Interpretation 

5.4.2.1 Single Output Result 

Random forest best fits in predicting the single output regression value after linear 

model. It is trained to explain the variance of 90% in the predicted value. Various error 

calculations are depicted in the Figure. Random Forest explains the regression by averaging 

the values based on the split. Random forest is ensembled by multiple decision tree based on 

bagging technique. 
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Figure 20: Random Forest – Single Output Interpretation (APPENDIX - F) 

 

Figure 21: Random Forest– Actual vs Predicted Values (APPENDIX - F) 

 

5.4.2.2 Multi-Output Result 

Random Forest is close best match for Linear regression in predicting multi-output 

values. The model is trained to explain an accuracy of 98% in the predicted data. Errors in the 

datapoints are explained by averaging / sum of individual target errors. 

 

Figure 22: Random Forest – Multi Output Interpretation (APPENDIX - F) 

 

Figure 23: Random Forest – Multi-Output Actual vs Predicted Value (APPENDIX-F) 
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5.5 SVR 

5.5.1 SVR – Implementation 

Support Vector Regression works on the similar principle of SVM; however, it involves 

in solving the regression problem. SVM is usually used to solve the classification problem, 

also many recent research employs SVR to solve regression problems. Refer to Figure 24, 

along with the theory to understand the working of SVR. 

 

Figure 24: Representation of SVR (analyticsvidhya.com, 2020) 

In the progress with SVR, all the datapoints present within the decision boundaries are 

considered. Hyperplane is the best fit plane that has maximum number of points. Decision 

boundary is a plane at a distance ‘a’ and ‘-a’ from the hyperplane. The main objective of SVR 

is to decide on the decision boundary at a distance ‘a’, to ensure the datapoints closer to the 

hyperplane lie within the decision boundaries. Points present within the decision boundaries 

have the least error. 

SVR does not support multi-target output regression. This is achieved by building a 

separate model for each target vectors. Alternatively, different SVR models can be used as a 

chain method which would take the result from previous model as input to the current model. 

 

5.5.2 SVR – Interpretation 

5.5.2.1 Single Output Result 

SVR provides a direct approach in predicting the continuous values. However, the 

model is not very successful in explaining any variance and computing errors. The results of 

single output regression by SVR is pictured below. 

 

Figure 25: SVR – Single Output Interpretation (APPENDIX - G) 
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Figure 26: SVR – Actual vs Predicted Values (APPENDIX - G) 

5.5.2.2 Multi-Output Result 

5.5.2.2.1 Wrapper Approach 

SVR cannot be used directly for predicting multi-output values. In an alternate approach 

to achieve multiple output prediction, separate model is trained for each target. The errors 

calculated over the average is as in the Figure 27 and 28. 

 

Figure 27: SVR – Wrapper - Multi Output Interpretation (APPENDIX - G) 

 

Figure 28: SVR – Wrapper - Multi-Output Actual vs Predicted Value (APPENDIX-G) 

 

5.5.2.2.2 Chain Approach 

An alternate method to train SVR for multi-output regression is to have a series of 

model trained. One trained model will be the training model for the next target in the series. 

This approach is employed to analyse the relation between each target variables. 
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Figure 29: SVR – Chain - Multi Output Interpretation (APPENDIX - G) 

 

Figure 30: SVR – Chain - Multi-Output Actual vs Predicted Value (APPENDIX - G) 

 

6 CONCLUSION 

6.1 Comparing Model Performance 
This section aims to discuss performance of each trained model. Model are evaluated 

statistically with some set of criteria as in the discussion follows. To achieve the objective of 

this research, two approach of model training techniques have been employed. These training 

techniques are engineered to handle different types of target variables based on their numbers. 

 

6.1.1 Single-Output Regression 

As the name suggests one-variable being the target is predicted based on multiple input 

variables. STMR explains the relation between one output variable and many input variables. 

Regression also determines the co-relation among the independent variables to make a 

prediction of a dependent variable. 

As a part of this research multiple models were trained to compare the best performer 

among them. Error calculation is the main performance metrics in regression analysis (Kaya, 

2013). Difference of actual and predicted values are called as errors. 

Error calculation of different models are represented in the Table-3. In comparison with 

all the models, the Multiple Linear Regression stands out to outperform all others model. 

Considering Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and R2 score they are respectively at 13051 and 

91% respectively.  

Interpreting R2, 91% of the variance in the prediction is explained by the model. 

However, as discussed in the earlier section R2 alone cannot be considered a metrics for 

determining the performance. R2 adj. as an alternate can overcome the limitation of R2 that 
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always increases as the number of variables increases causing the over-fitting of model. 

Adjusted R2 helps in truly assessing the reliable predictor in the model and helps in choosing 

the correct model. 

RMSE being at 13051 is a decent value explaining the deviation in the predicted values 

from the actual data. Lowe the RMSE better fit the model with the data (Grace, The Analysis 

Factor). RMSE being at the same unit of predicted variable is an important metrics of 

comparison. 

Multiple Linear Regression outperforms all the other models and is chosen for 

deployment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3: Performance of Different Regression Model on Single Output data  

(APPENDIX – C to G) 

 

6.1.2 Multi-Output Regression 

Like the single output regression results, multiple models are compared to determine 

the best fit model which determines multi-output regression results. However, the errors and 

the correlation coefficient score are averaged among different errors from different targets. 

Target variables for prediction here are the restaurant menu items sold each day. 

Multiple Linear Regression inherently being multi-output regressor and outperforms all 

the other models, hence is chosen for deployment. Refer Table-4 for results. 

 

 

 

 

Single-Target Multiple Regression 

  

Mean 

Absolute 

Error 

(MAE) 

Mean 

Squared 

Error 

(SME) 

Root Mean 

Squared 

Error 

(RMSE) 

R Score 

(R2) 

Multiple 

Linear 

Regression 

10657.9 170353180.3 13051.94 0.914 

KNN 31089.14 1326505175 36421.2 0.33 

Decision Tree 15295.03 335822145 18325.45 0.83 

Random 

Forest 
13252.93 203298454.1 14258.27 0.89 

SVR 200099.55 42038382527 205032.63 -0.2 
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Table 4: Performance of Different Regression Model on Multiple Output Data  

(APPENDIX – C to G) 

 

6.2 Result and Conclusion 

6.2.1 Restaurant Search Online – Google Trends Data 

Analysing the influence for the Restaurant Online being one of the objectives, the 

following results were determined after p-value and coefficient test. Refer Table-5 for the 

result. Coefficient determines the degree of change in each unit change in target for each change 

in input variable. Coef. being positive determines the positive relationship. P-value score 

defines the significance of the variable in the model.  

Here in the following result for single output regression, p-value of 0.008 signifies that 

null-hypothesis of “coefficient is equal to zero” can be rejected. Google Trends data providing 

the user search trend for restaurant search can be considered as an important variable for the 

model.  

Multiple Linear Regression 

  Google Trends 3-month avg. 

target-y Coef. p-value 

Total Sales 163.056 0.008 

Table 5: Significance of Google Trends Data – Single Output Regression (APPENDIX - H) 

Multi-Output Regression - Averaged 

  

Average 

Relative 

Error 

(aRE) 

Mean 

Squared 

Error 

(MSE) 

Average 

Root Mean 

Squared 

Error 

(aRMSE) 

Average R 

Score (aR2) 

Multiple 

Linear 

Regression 

44.18749618 41894.96181 65.37362619 0.985082114 

KNN 64.2875 86368.07 101.415511 0.969324542 

Decision 

Tree 
66.0625 114576.25 106.4040347 0.959309039 

Random 

Forest 
43.82625 46216.13688 67.4142475 0.983383329 

SVR 

(Wrapper) 
189.1403192 1657343.397 453.4109456 0.400036292 

SVR 

(Chain) 
147.7919694 672182.6834 286.3551734 0.755215161 
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Google Trends data influence on the per item sales of the restaurant is tested and the 

result is represented in the flowing Table-6. The result signifies that the Google Trends data is 

not significant for the sales of all the target items as some of the values are greater than 0.05. 

Multi-Target Regression 

  
Google Trends 3-month 

avg. 

target-y Coef. p-value 

Lunch Deal 0.677 0.001 

Evening Snacks 0.1709 0.062 

Tea / Coffee 0.4933 0.387 

Ice Cream 0.3413 0.12 

Breakfast-1 0.106 0.048 

Fruit Juice 0.001 0.966 

Breakfast-2 0.229 0.006 

Lunch 0.0222 0.613 

Table 6:  Significance of Google Trends Data – Multiple Output Regression  

(APPENDIX - H) 

 

6.2.2 Weather Influence on Item-Sales 

P-value check of independent variable helps in understanding the significance of that 

variable in predicting in each item. Lower the p-value higher the significance of the 

independent variable.  

The following result Table-7 represents the influence of ‘Feels Like Max’ temperature 

on the sales of each item. The result is very relatable on the feature of each menu item. 

External temperature drives as a significant variable in driving the sales of some of the 

menu items as highlighted below. Warmer the day, tends to sell more juice or ice 

creams. 

  p-value 

target-y 
Temp. Feels Like 

Max 

Lunch Deal 0.055 

Evening Snack 0.001 

Tea / Coffee 0.003 

Ice Cream 0.008 

Breakfast-1 0.896 

Fruit Juice 0 

Breakfast-2 0.53 

Lunch 0.711 

Table 7: Significance of Weather on sales of each item (APPENDIX - H) 
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6.2.3 Factors Driving the Business 

Deriving the factors influencing the business is one of the important objectives of this research. 

As the prediction capability of the model directly depends on this. Following Table-8 

represents the p-value which give the significance score for each of the variable that are being 

considered for the research. 

The research result highlights some of the most important variable such as ‘current holiday’, 

‘google trends data’ and ‘feels like temp.’ However, p-value report signifies that all the 

variables are significant for the model and none of them can be avoided as these are the one-

hot encoded variables. 

Some of the values are average of larger set of that variable. The complete p-value set can be 

referred in the Appendix. 

variable-x p-value 

Day of Month 0.065 (avg.) 

dayOfWeek__0 0 

dayOfWeek__1 0.017 

dayOfWeek__2 0.484 

dayOfWeek__3 0.957 

dayOfWeek__4 0.146 

dayOfWeek__5 0.043 

dayOfWeek__6 0 

Month of Year 0.035 (avg.) 

Feels Like Max temp. 0.002 

Weather Score 0.41 (avg.) 

current Holiday 0 

Google Trends 3_month avg. 0 

Table 8: Significance of each features (APPENDIX - H) 

 

6.2.4 Outlier Importance 

During this research, the outlier influence on the prediction capability of the model was 

studied and the following result were concluded. Refer Table-9 for the Model performance 

comparison with and without outlier. 

To handle or not to handle outlier can be a very trick question to comment on. Datasets 

with and without outlier were trained on linear regression model to compare it influence. The 

error rate has decreased when the outlier was handled. The model fits well with the data 

performs better when the outliers are removed. However, removing the outlier contradicts the 

core purpose of this research to predict the sales of the restaurant on special days. Special days 

here refer to the local events / holidays. The outliers were caused by high sales on these special 

days. By removing these events, the model would fail to better predict the sales on the days of 

special events. Thus, handling outlier could affect the performance of the model though training 

results are better.  
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Table 9: Outlier Importance – Single Output Regression Model (APPENDIX - I) 

 

6.3 Future Work 
Business Research in the data or its associated field is driven by data itself (Deloitte Access 

Economics, 2018). Future scope for this research is wide and is driven by data. The cleaner the 

data the better the model fit for prediction.  

This research is enabled in training a regression model and deploying them for forecasting the 

daily total sales for the scope of 24-hour. This can be scaled to per-hour forecast with the hourly 

sales data available for research. With the availability of more fine and precise data on hourly 

factor other algorithm like Neural network or LSTM can also be explored. Upon integrating 

the model over the cloud for continuous analysis of the POS data, the time factor to predict the 

sales can be decreased. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Single-Output Multiple Regression 

  

Mean 

Absolute 

Error 

Mean 

Squared 

Error 

Root Mean 

Squared 

Error 

R 

Score 

(R2) 

Adj. R 

(adj. 

R2) 

NO-

Outlier 
10450.16184 145252780.3 12052.08614 0.927 0.9211 

Outlier 10657.9 170353180.3 13051.94 0.914 0.907 
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8 APPENDIX ¶

APPENDIX - A

In [19]:

# Correlation Metrix 

#get correlations of specific features in dataset
corrmat = X.corr()
top_corr_features = corrmat.index
plt.figure(figsize=(10,10)) 

#plot heat map
g=sns.heatmap(X[top_corr_features].corr(),annot=True,cmap="RdYlGn")

APPENDIX - B
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In [10]:

# BOXplot - Checking for outliers in TotalSales 

dfUse['totalSales'].plot(kind='box',subplots=False,layout=(3,3),sharex=False,sharey=Fal
se)

APPENDIX - C

Out[10]:

<matplotlib.axes._subplots.AxesSubplot at 0x1532cf221d0>
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In [20]:

# Interpretation 

# checking before normalisation of result.
from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error
print("Evaluating Multiple Linear Regression model")
print('-----------------OUTLIER--------------------')
test_set_rmse = (np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(y_test, y_pred)))
test_set_r2 = r2_score(y_test, y_pred)
adjusted_r_squared = 1 - (1-test_set_r2)*(len(dfTarget)-1)/(len(dfTarget)-normalizedFea
ture.shape[1]-1) 

#X_addC = sm.add_constant(normalizedFeature)
#result = sm.OLS(dfTarget, X_addC).fit() 

# Displaying the errors.
print('Mean Absolute Error:', metrics.mean_absolute_error(y_test, y_pred))
print('Mean Squared Error:', metrics.mean_squared_error(y_test, y_pred))   
print('Root Mean Squared Error:', np.sqrt(metrics.mean_squared_error(y_test, y_pred)))
print("R2: ", test_set_r2)
print("Adj. R2: ", adjusted_r_squared) 

#print("R2: ", result.rsquared)
#print("Adj. R2: ", result.rsquared_adj)

Evaluating Multiple Linear Regression model 
-----------------OUTLIER-------------------- 
Mean Absolute Error: 10657.909821555188 
Mean Squared Error: 170353180.2712492 
Root Mean Squared Error: 13051.941628403385 
R2:  0.9147162182504006 
Adj. R2:  0.907584123427996 
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In [18]:

yColNames = y_test.columns 

compareDFColNames = list()
compareArr = np.empty((15,0)) 

for i in range(y_pred.shape[1]): 
   compareDFColNames.append(yColNames[i]+'_A') 
   compareDFColNames.append(yColNames[i]+'_P') 
    
   compareArr = np.concatenate((compareArr, y_test.values[:, i:i+1],  
                                y_pred[:, i:i+1]), axis = 1) 

# forming npArray - joining date and forcasted ITEM values
compareArr = np.concatenate((np.atleast_2d(dfUse['Date'][-36:-21].values).T, compareArr
), axis=1)
compareDFColNames.insert(0, 'Date') 

# creating a dataframe of test and predicted values.
comparisionDF = pd.DataFrame(compareArr, columns=compareDFColNames)
comparisionDF = comparisionDF.set_index('Date', drop=True)
#comparisionDF = comparisionDF.drop('Date', axis=1) 

plt.subplots(1, figsize = (20, 8))
plt.grid()
plt.title('Item Sales Forecast - Multiple LINEAR Regression')
plt.xlabel('test Date')
plt.ylabel('total sales')
plt.plot(comparisionDF)

Out[18]:

[<matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f73d82e400>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f73d82e550>]
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In [19]:

# result of the multi-output regression by linear regression
print("Evaluating Multi-Output Multi-Linear Regression")
print("--------------Values are Averaged--------------") 

# average relative error
print('Average Relative Error: ', sum(maeList)/8) 

#  mean squared error (MSE) 
print("mean squared error: ", sum(mseList)) 

# average root mean squared error (aRMSE)
print("average root mean squared error: ", sum(rmseList)/8) 

# average correlation coefficient
print('Average Correlation Coefficient: ', sum(r2List)/8)

Evaluating Multi-Output Multi-Linear Regression 
--------------Values are Averaged-------------- 
Average Relative Error:  44.18749617543983 
mean squared error:  41894.96180761198 
average root mean squared error:  65.37362619343246 
Average Correlation Coefficient:  0.9850821136234285 
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In [15]:

# Date for graph
dateList = dfUse[['Date']][-15:].values
displayDate = []
for i in range(len(dateList)): 
   dateStr = str(dateList[i])[2:12].split('-') 
   displayDate.append(dateStr[2]+'-'+dateStr[1]+'-'+dateStr[0]) 

yColNames = y_test.columns 

compareDFColNames = list()
compareArr = np.empty((15,0)) 

for i in range(y_pred.shape[1]): 
   compareDFColNames.append(yColNames[i]+'_A') 
   compareDFColNames.append(yColNames[i]+'_P') 
    
   compareArr = np.concatenate((compareArr, y_test.values[:, i:i+1],  
                                y_pred[:, i:i+1]), axis = 1) 

# forming npArray - joining date and forcasted ITEM values
compareArr = np.concatenate((np.atleast_2d(displayDate).T, compareArr), axis=1)
compareDFColNames.insert(0, 'Date') 

# creating a dataframe of test and predicted values.
comparisionDF = pd.DataFrame(compareArr, columns=compareDFColNames)
comparisionDF = comparisionDF.set_index('Date', drop=True) 

comparisionDF = comparisionDF[comparisionDF.columns].astype('float')
# creating a ddataframe of test and predicted values.
#comparisionDF = pd.DataFrame(compareArr, columns=compareDFColNames) 

plt.subplots(1, figsize = (20, 8))
plt.grid()
plt.title('Item Sales Forecast - LINEAR Regression')
plt.xlabel('test date')
plt.ylabel('item sales')
plt.plot(comparisionDF)
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APPENDIX - D

Out[15]:

[<matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x194292f8e48>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x19429387390>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x194293874e0>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x19429387630>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x19429387780>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x194293878d0>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x19429387a20>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x19429387b70>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x19429387cc0>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x19429387e10>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x194292f9f60>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x194293960b8>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x19429396208>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x19429396358>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x194293964a8>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x194293965f8>]
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In [16]:

# Interpretation 

# checking before normalisation of result.
from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error
print("Evaluating KNN model for Regression")
print('-------------------------------------------------')
test_set_rmse = (np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(y_test, y_pred)))
test_set_r2 = r2_score(y_test, y_pred) 

X_addC = sm.add_constant(normalizedFeature)
result = sm.OLS(dfTarget, X_addC).fit() 

# Displaying the errors.
print('Mean Absolute Error:', metrics.mean_absolute_error(y_test, y_pred))
print('Mean Squared Error:', metrics.mean_squared_error(y_test, y_pred))   
print('Root Mean Squared Error:', np.sqrt(metrics.mean_squared_error(y_test, y_pred)))
print("R2: ", test_set_r2) 

#print("R2: ", result.rsquared)
#print("Adj. R2: ", result.rsquared_adj)

Evaluating KNN model for Regression 
------------------------------------------------- 
Mean Absolute Error: 31089.14 
Mean Squared Error: 1326505175.4153335 
Root Mean Squared Error: 36421.21875247084 
R2:  0.3359127332421843 
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In [15]:

yColNames = y_test.columns 

compareDFColNames = list()
compareArr = np.empty((15,0)) 

for i in range(y_pred.shape[1]): 
   compareDFColNames.append(yColNames[i]+'_A') 
   compareDFColNames.append(yColNames[i]+'_P') 
    
   compareArr = np.concatenate((compareArr, y_test.values[:, i:i+1],  
                                y_pred[:, i:i+1]), axis = 1) 

# forming npArray - joining date and forcasted ITEM values
compareArr = np.concatenate((np.atleast_2d(dfUse['Date'][-36:-21].values).T, compareArr
), axis=1)
compareDFColNames.insert(0, 'Date') 

# creating a dataframe of test and predicted values.
comparisionDF = pd.DataFrame(compareArr, columns=compareDFColNames)
comparisionDF = comparisionDF.set_index('Date', drop=True)
#comparisionDF = comparisionDF.drop('Date', axis=1) 

plt.subplots(1, figsize = (20, 8))
plt.grid()
plt.title('Item Sales Forecast - KNN for Regression')
plt.xlabel('test Date')
plt.ylabel('total sales')
plt.plot(comparisionDF)

Out[15]:

[<matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x2345250e1d0>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x234525524e0>]
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In [17]:

# Interpretation 

maeList = list()
mseList = list()
rmseList = list()
r2List = list() 

# checking before normalisation of result.
from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error
for i in range(y_test.shape[1]): 
   test_set_rmse = (np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(y_test.values[i], y_pred[i]))) 
   test_set_r2 = r2_score(y_test.values[i], y_pred[i]) 
   # Checking for r2 score and rmse values 
   #print(y_test.columns[i], '---------') 
   maeList.append(metrics.mean_absolute_error(y_test.values[i], y_pred[i]))   
   mseList.append(metrics.mean_squared_error(y_test.values[i], y_pred[i]))   
   rmseList.append(test_set_rmse) 
   r2List.append(test_set_r2) 
    
# result of the multi-output regression by linear regression
print("Evaluating Multi-Output KNN Regression")
print("--------------Values are Averaged--------------") 

# average relative error
print('Average Relative Error: ', sum(maeList)/8) 

#  mean squared error (MSE) 
print("mean squared error: ", sum(mseList)) 

# average root mean squared error (aRMSE)
print("average root mean squared error: ", sum(rmseList)/8) 

# average correlation coefficient
print('Average Correlation Coefficient: ', sum(r2List)/8)

Evaluating Multi-Output KNN Regression 
--------------Values are Averaged-------------- 
Average Relative Error:  64.2875 
mean squared error:  86368.07 
average root mean squared error:  101.41551101433586 
Average Correlation Coefficient:  0.9693245422515941 
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In [15]:

# Date for graph
dateList = dfUse[['Date']][-15:].values
displayDate = []
for i in range(len(dateList)): 
   dateStr = str(dateList[i])[2:12].split('-') 
   displayDate.append(dateStr[2]+'-'+dateStr[1]+'-'+dateStr[0]) 

yColNames = y_test.columns 

compareDFColNames = list()
compareArr = np.empty((15,0)) 

for i in range(y_pred.shape[1]): 
   compareDFColNames.append(yColNames[i]+'_A') 
   compareDFColNames.append(yColNames[i]+'_P') 
    
   compareArr = np.concatenate((compareArr, y_test.values[:, i:i+1],  
                                y_pred[:, i:i+1]), axis = 1) 

# forming npArray - joining date and forcasted ITEM values
compareArr = np.concatenate((np.atleast_2d(displayDate).T, compareArr), axis=1)
compareDFColNames.insert(0, 'Date') 

# creating a dataframe of test and predicted values.
comparisionDF = pd.DataFrame(compareArr, columns=compareDFColNames)
comparisionDF = comparisionDF.set_index('Date', drop=True) 

comparisionDF = comparisionDF[comparisionDF.columns].astype('float')
# creating a ddataframe of test and predicted values.
#comparisionDF = pd.DataFrame(compareArr, columns=compareDFColNames) 

plt.subplots(1, figsize = (20, 8))
plt.grid()
plt.title('Item Sales Forecast - KNN Regression')
plt.xlabel('test date')
plt.ylabel('item sales')
plt.plot(comparisionDF)
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APPENDIX - E

Out[15]:

[<matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1b8fbe38b00>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1b8fbe89198>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1b8fbe892e8>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1b8fbe89438>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1b8fbe89588>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1b8fbe896d8>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1b8fbe89828>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1b8fbe89978>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1b8fbe89ac8>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1b8fbe89c18>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1b8fbd30d68>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1b8fbe89e80>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1b8fbe89fd0>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1b8fbe91160>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1b8fbe912b0>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1b8fbe91400>]
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In [129]:

# Interpretation 

# checking before normalisation of result.
from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error
print("Evaluating Decision Tree for Regression model")
print('-------------------------------------------------')
test_set_rmse = (np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(y_test, y_pred)))
test_set_r2 = r2_score(y_test, y_pred) 

X_addC = sm.add_constant(normalizedFeature)
result = sm.OLS(dfTarget, X_addC).fit() 

# Displaying the errors.
print('Mean Absolute Error:', metrics.mean_absolute_error(y_test, y_pred))
print('Mean Squared Error:', metrics.mean_squared_error(y_test, y_pred))   
print('Root Mean Squared Error:', np.sqrt(metrics.mean_squared_error(y_test, y_pred)))
print("R2: ", test_set_r2) 

#print("R2: ", result.rsquared)
#print("Adj. R2: ", result.rsquared_adj)

Evaluating Decision Tree for Regression model 
------------------------------------------------- 
Mean Absolute Error: 15295.033333333333 
Mean Squared Error: 335822145.01666665 
Root Mean Squared Error: 18325.45074525226 
R2:  0.8318776175667478 
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In [130]:

# creating a dataframe for actual and predicted values
testDate = dfUse['Date'][-36:-21].values
y_testList = list()
y_PredList = list()
for i in range(len(y_test)): 
   y_testList.append(y_test.values[i][0]) 
   y_PredList.append(y_pred[i]) 
    
comparisionDF = pd.DataFrame({'Date': testDate, 'Actual':y_testList, 'Predicted':y_Pred
List})
comparisionDF = comparisionDF.set_index('Date', drop=True) 

plt.subplots(1, figsize = (20, 8))
plt.grid()
plt.title('Item Sales Forecast - Decision Tree for Regression')
plt.xlabel('test Date')
plt.ylabel('total sales')
plt.plot(comparisionDF)

Out[130]:

[<matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f0b53facf8>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f0b5409b00>]
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In [13]:

# Interpretation 

maeList = list()
mseList = list()
rmseList = list()
r2List = list() 

# checking before normalisation of result.
from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error
for i in range(y_test.shape[1]): 
   test_set_rmse = (np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(y_test.values[i], y_pred[i]))) 
   test_set_r2 = r2_score(y_test.values[i], y_pred[i]) 
   # Checking for r2 score and rmse values 
   #print(y_test.columns[i], '---------') 
   maeList.append(metrics.mean_absolute_error(y_test.values[i], y_pred[i]))   
   mseList.append(metrics.mean_squared_error(y_test.values[i], y_pred[i]))   
   rmseList.append(test_set_rmse) 
   r2List.append(test_set_r2) 
    
# result of the multi-output regression by linear regression
print("Evaluating Multi-Output Decision Tree Regression")
print("--------------Values are Averaged--------------") 

# average relative error
print('Average Relative Error: ', sum(maeList)/8) 

#  mean squared error (MSE) 
print("mean squared error: ", sum(mseList)) 

# average root mean squared error (aRMSE)
print("average root mean squared error: ", sum(rmseList)/8) 

# average correlation coefficient
print('Average Correlation Coefficient: ', sum(r2List)/8)

Evaluating Multi-Output Decision Tree Regression 
--------------Values are Averaged-------------- 
Average Relative Error:  66.0625 
mean squared error:  114576.25 
average root mean squared error:  106.40403470847053 
Average Correlation Coefficient:  0.959309038853259 
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In [12]:

# Date for graph
dateList = dfUse[['Date']][-15:].values
displayDate = []
for i in range(len(dateList)): 
   dateStr = str(dateList[i])[2:12].split('-') 
   displayDate.append(dateStr[2]+'-'+dateStr[1]+'-'+dateStr[0]) 

yColNames = y_test.columns 

compareDFColNames = list()
compareArr = np.empty((15,0)) 

for i in range(y_pred.shape[1]): 
   compareDFColNames.append(yColNames[i]+'_A') 
   compareDFColNames.append(yColNames[i]+'_P') 
    
   compareArr = np.concatenate((compareArr, y_test.values[:, i:i+1],  
                                y_pred[:, i:i+1]), axis = 1) 

# forming npArray - joining date and forcasted ITEM values
compareArr = np.concatenate((np.atleast_2d(displayDate).T, compareArr), axis=1)
compareDFColNames.insert(0, 'Date') 

# creating a dataframe of test and predicted values.
comparisionDF = pd.DataFrame(compareArr, columns=compareDFColNames)
comparisionDF = comparisionDF.set_index('Date', drop=True) 

comparisionDF = comparisionDF[comparisionDF.columns].astype('float')
# creating a ddataframe of test and predicted values.
#comparisionDF = pd.DataFrame(compareArr, columns=compareDFColNames) 

plt.subplots(1, figsize = (20, 8))
plt.grid()
plt.title('Item Sales Forecast - Decision Tree Regression')
plt.xlabel('test date')
plt.ylabel('item sales')
plt.plot(comparisionDF)
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APPENDIX - F

Out[12]:

[<matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x14ab8c2b5c0>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x14ab8d04908>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x14ab8d04a58>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x14ab8d04ba8>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x14ab8d04cf8>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x14ab8d04e48>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x14ab8d04f98>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x14ab8d8d128>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x14ab8d8d278>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x14ab8d8d3c8>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x14ab8c3b4e0>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x14ab8d8d630>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x14ab8d8d780>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x14ab8d8d8d0>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x14ab8d8da20>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x14ab8d8db70>]
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In [133]:

# creating a dataframe for actual and predicted values
testDate = dfUse['Date'][-36:-21].values
y_testList = list()
y_PredList = list()
for i in range(len(y_test)): 
   y_testList.append(y_test.values[i][0]) 
   y_PredList.append(y_pred[i]) 
    
comparisionDF = pd.DataFrame({'Date': testDate, 'Actual':y_testList, 'Predicted':y_Pred
List})
comparisionDF = comparisionDF.set_index('Date', drop=True) 

plt.subplots(1, figsize = (20, 8))
plt.grid()
plt.title('Item Sales Forecast - Random Forest for Regression')
plt.xlabel('test Date')
plt.ylabel('total sales')
plt.plot(comparisionDF)

Out[133]:

[<matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f0b54b1a20>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f0b54c3be0>]
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In [13]:

# Interpretation 

maeList = list()
mseList = list()
rmseList = list()
r2List = list() 

# checking before normalisation of result.
from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error
for i in range(y_test.shape[1]): 
   test_set_rmse = (np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(y_test.values[i], y_pred[i]))) 
   test_set_r2 = r2_score(y_test.values[i], y_pred[i]) 
   # Checking for r2 score and rmse values 
   #print(y_test.columns[i], '---------') 
   maeList.append(metrics.mean_absolute_error(y_test.values[i], y_pred[i]))   
   mseList.append(metrics.mean_squared_error(y_test.values[i], y_pred[i]))   
   rmseList.append(test_set_rmse) 
   r2List.append(test_set_r2) 
    
# result of the multi-output regression by linear regression
print("Evaluating Multi-Output Random Forest Regression")
print("--------------Values are Averaged--------------") 

# average relative error
print('Average Relative Error: ', sum(maeList)/8) 

#  mean squared error (MSE) 
print("mean squared error: ", sum(mseList)) 

# average root mean squared error (aRMSE)
print("average root mean squared error: ", sum(rmseList)/8) 

# average correlation coefficient
print('Average Correlation Coefficient: ', sum(r2List)/8)

Evaluating Multi-Output Random Forest Regression 
--------------Values are Averaged-------------- 
Average Relative Error:  43.826249999999995 
mean squared error:  46216.136875000004 
average root mean squared error:  67.4142474965018 
Average Correlation Coefficient:  0.9833833290319147 
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In [12]:

# Date for graph
dateList = dfUse[['Date']][-15:].values
displayDate = []
for i in range(len(dateList)): 
   dateStr = str(dateList[i])[2:12].split('-') 
   displayDate.append(dateStr[2]+'-'+dateStr[1]+'-'+dateStr[0]) 

yColNames = y_test.columns 

compareDFColNames = list()
compareArr = np.empty((15,0)) 

for i in range(y_pred.shape[1]): 
   compareDFColNames.append(yColNames[i]+'_A') 
   compareDFColNames.append(yColNames[i]+'_P') 
    
   compareArr = np.concatenate((compareArr, y_test.values[:, i:i+1],  
                                y_pred[:, i:i+1]), axis = 1) 

# forming npArray - joining date and forcasted ITEM values
compareArr = np.concatenate((np.atleast_2d(displayDate).T, compareArr), axis=1)
compareDFColNames.insert(0, 'Date') 

# creating a dataframe of test and predicted values.
comparisionDF = pd.DataFrame(compareArr, columns=compareDFColNames)
comparisionDF = comparisionDF.set_index('Date', drop=True) 

comparisionDF = comparisionDF[comparisionDF.columns].astype('float')
# creating a ddataframe of test and predicted values.
#comparisionDF = pd.DataFrame(compareArr, columns=compareDFColNames) 

plt.subplots(1, figsize = (20, 8))
plt.grid()
plt.title('Item Sales Forecast - Random Forest Regression')
plt.xlabel('test date')
plt.ylabel('item sales')
plt.plot(comparisionDF)
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APPENDIX - G

Out[12]:

[<matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x254bc2899b0>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x254bc2fae10>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x254bc2faf60>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x254bc30b0f0>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x254bc30b240>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x254bc30b390>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x254bc30b4e0>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x254bc30b630>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x254bc30b780>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x254bc30b8d0>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x254bc289a90>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x254bc30bb38>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x254bc30bc88>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x254bc30bdd8>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x254bc30bf28>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x254bc3110b8>]
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In [140]:

# Interpretation 

# checking before normalisation of result.
from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error
print("Evaluating SVR Model for Regression")
print('-------------------------------------------------')
test_set_rmse = (np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(y_test, y_pred)))
test_set_r2 = r2_score(y_test, y_pred) 

X_addC = sm.add_constant(normalizedFeature)
result = sm.OLS(dfTarget, X_addC).fit() 

# Displaying the errors.
print('Mean Absolute Error:', metrics.mean_absolute_error(y_test, y_pred))
print('Mean Squared Error:', metrics.mean_squared_error(y_test, y_pred))   
print('Root Mean Squared Error:', np.sqrt(metrics.mean_squared_error(y_test, y_pred)))
print("R2: ", test_set_r2) 

#print("R2: ", result.rsquared)
#print("Adj. R2: ", result.rsquared_adj)

Evaluating SVR Model for Regression 
------------------------------------------------- 
Mean Absolute Error: 200099.5514476452 
Mean Squared Error: 42038382527.16359 
Root Mean Squared Error: 205032.63771205692 
R2:  -20.04564314469608 
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In [145]:

# creating a dataframe for actual and predicted values
testDate = dfUse['Date'][-36:-21].values
y_testList = list()
y_PredList = list()
for i in range(len(y_test)): 
   y_testList.append(y_test.values[i][0]) 
   y_PredList.append(y_pred[i]) 
    
comparisionDF = pd.DataFrame({'Date': testDate, 'Actual':y_testList, 'Predicted':y_Pred
List})
comparisionDF = comparisionDF.set_index('Date', drop=True) 

plt.subplots(1, figsize = (20, 8))
plt.grid()
plt.title('Item Sales Forecast - SVR for Regression')
plt.xlabel('test Date')
plt.ylabel('total sales')
plt.plot(comparisionDF)

Out[145]:

[<matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f0b5d0aeb8>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f0b7b00eb8>]
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In [13]:

# Interpretation 

maeList = list()
mseList = list()
rmseList = list()
r2List = list() 

# checking before normalisation of result.
from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error
for i in range(y_test.shape[1]): 
   test_set_rmse = (np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(y_test.values[i], y_pred[i]))) 
   test_set_r2 = r2_score(y_test.values[i], y_pred[i]) 
   # Checking for r2 score and rmse values 
   #print(y_test.columns[i], '---------') 
   maeList.append(metrics.mean_absolute_error(y_test.values[i], y_pred[i]))   
   mseList.append(metrics.mean_squared_error(y_test.values[i], y_pred[i]))   
   rmseList.append(test_set_rmse) 
   r2List.append(test_set_r2) 
    
# result of the multi-output regression by linear regression
print("Evaluating Multi-Output SVR (Wrapper) Regression")
print("--------------Values are Averaged--------------") 

# average relative error
print('Average Relative Error: ', sum(maeList)/8) 

#  mean squared error (MSE) 
print("mean squared error: ", sum(mseList)) 

# average root mean squared error (aRMSE)
print("average root mean squared error: ", sum(rmseList)/8) 

# average correlation coefficient
print('Average Correlation Coefficient: ', sum(r2List)/8)

Evaluating Multi-Output SVR (Wrapper) Regression 
--------------Values are Averaged-------------- 
Average Relative Error:  189.14031920200165 
mean squared error:  1657343.3971709693 
average root mean squared error:  453.4109456307347 
Average Correlation Coefficient:  0.40003629198413393 
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In [12]:

# Date for graph
dateList = dfUse[['Date']][-15:].values
displayDate = []
for i in range(len(dateList)): 
   dateStr = str(dateList[i])[2:12].split('-') 
   displayDate.append(dateStr[2]+'-'+dateStr[1]+'-'+dateStr[0]) 

yColNames = y_test.columns 

compareDFColNames = list()
compareArr = np.empty((15,0)) 

for i in range(y_pred.shape[1]): 
   compareDFColNames.append(yColNames[i]+'_A') 
   compareDFColNames.append(yColNames[i]+'_P') 
    
   compareArr = np.concatenate((compareArr, y_test.values[:, i:i+1],  
                                y_pred[:, i:i+1]), axis = 1) 

# forming npArray - joining date and forcasted ITEM values
compareArr = np.concatenate((np.atleast_2d(displayDate).T, compareArr), axis=1)
compareDFColNames.insert(0, 'Date') 

# creating a dataframe of test and predicted values.
comparisionDF = pd.DataFrame(compareArr, columns=compareDFColNames)
comparisionDF = comparisionDF.set_index('Date', drop=True) 

comparisionDF = comparisionDF[comparisionDF.columns].astype('float')
# creating a ddataframe of test and predicted values.
#comparisionDF = pd.DataFrame(compareArr, columns=compareDFColNames) 

plt.subplots(1, figsize = (20, 8))
plt.grid()
plt.title('Item Sales Forecast - SVR Regression (Wrapper)')
plt.xlabel('test date')
plt.ylabel('item sales')
plt.plot(comparisionDF)
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Out[12]:

[<matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f237e06908>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f237f54d30>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f237f54e80>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f237f54fd0>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f237f67160>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f237f672b0>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f237f67400>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f237f67550>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f237f676a0>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f237f677f0>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f237e00860>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f237f67a58>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f237f67ba8>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f237f67cf8>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f237f67e48>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x1f237f67f98>]
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In [135]:

# Interpretation 

maeList = list()
mseList = list()
rmseList = list()
r2List = list() 

# checking before normalisation of result.
from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error
for i in range(y_test.shape[1]): 
   test_set_rmse = (np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(y_test.values[i], y_pred[i]))) 
   test_set_r2 = r2_score(y_test.values[i], y_pred[i]) 
   # Checking for r2 score and rmse values 
   #print(y_test.columns[i], '---------') 
   maeList.append(metrics.mean_absolute_error(y_test.values[i], y_pred[i]))   
   mseList.append(metrics.mean_squared_error(y_test.values[i], y_pred[i]))   
   rmseList.append(test_set_rmse) 
   r2List.append(test_set_r2) 
    
# result of the multi-output regression by linear regression
print("Evaluating Multi-Output SVR (Chain) Regression")
print("--------------Values are Averaged--------------") 

# average relative error
print('Average Relative Error: ', sum(maeList)/8) 

#  mean squared error (MSE) 
print("mean squared error: ", sum(mseList)) 

# average root mean squared error (aRMSE)
print("average root mean squared error: ", sum(rmseList)/8) 

# average correlation coefficient
print('Average Correlation Coefficient: ', sum(r2List)/8)

Evaluating Multi-Output SVR (Chain) Regression 
--------------Values are Averaged-------------- 
Average Relative Error:  147.79196937856662 
mean squared error:  672182.6833676366 
average root mean squared error:  286.35517344576414 
Average Correlation Coefficient:  0.755215161138336 
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In [134]:

# Date for graph
dateList = dfUse[['Date']][-15:].values
displayDate = []
for i in range(len(dateList)): 
   dateStr = str(dateList[i])[2:12].split('-') 
   displayDate.append(dateStr[2]+'-'+dateStr[1]+'-'+dateStr[0]) 

yColNames = y_test.columns 

compareDFColNames = list()
compareArr = np.empty((15,0)) 

for i in range(y_pred.shape[1]): 
   compareDFColNames.append(yColNames[i]+'_A') 
   compareDFColNames.append(yColNames[i]+'_P') 
    
   compareArr = np.concatenate((compareArr, y_test.values[:, i:i+1],  
                                y_pred[:, i:i+1]), axis = 1) 

# forming npArray - joining date and forcasted ITEM values
compareArr = np.concatenate((np.atleast_2d(displayDate).T, compareArr), axis=1)
compareDFColNames.insert(0, 'Date') 

# creating a dataframe of test and predicted values.
comparisionDF = pd.DataFrame(compareArr, columns=compareDFColNames)
comparisionDF = comparisionDF.set_index('Date', drop=True) 

comparisionDF = comparisionDF[comparisionDF.columns].astype('float')
# creating a ddataframe of test and predicted values.
#comparisionDF = pd.DataFrame(compareArr, columns=compareDFColNames) 

plt.subplots(1, figsize = (20, 8))
plt.grid()
plt.title('Item Sales Forecast - SVR Regression (Chain)')
plt.xlabel('test date')
plt.ylabel('item sales')
plt.plot(comparisionDF)
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APPENDIX - H

Out[134]:

[<matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x2002a31bc88>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x2002aa98978>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x2002aa98ac8>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x2002aa98c18>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x2002aa98d68>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x2002aa98eb8>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x2002aabb048>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x2002aabb198>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x2002aabb2e8>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x2002aabb438>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x2002aa8c550>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x2002aabb6a0>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x2002aabb7f0>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x2002aabb940>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x2002aabba90>, 
 <matplotlib.lines.Line2D at 0x2002aabbbe0>]
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In [27]:

# understanding the data statistically. 

X2 = sm.add_constant(dfFeatures)
est = sm.OLS(dfTarget, X2)
est2 = est.fit()
print(est2.summary())
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                           OLS Regression Results                       
========================================================================
====== 
Dep. Variable:             totalSales   R-squared:                       
0.703 
Model:                            OLS   Adj. R-squared:                  
0.679 
Method:                 Least Squares   F-statistic:                     
29.23 
Date:                Tue, 25 Aug 2020   Prob (F-statistic):          2.1
7e-179 
Time:                        16:20:17   Log-Likelihood:                -
10873. 
No. Observations:                 921   AIC:                         2.1
89e+04 
Df Residuals:                     851   BIC:                         2.2
22e+04 
Df Model:                          69                                    
Covariance Type:            nonrobust                                    
========================================================================
============ 
                      coef    std err          t      P>|t|      [0.025 
0.975] 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 
const             2.833e+05   6.53e+04      4.340      0.000    1.55e+05 
4.11e+05 
dayOfMonth__2    -2.055e+04   7709.431     -2.665      0.008   -3.57e+04 
-5413.369 
dayOfMonth__3    -1.821e+04   7709.864     -2.361      0.018   -3.33e+04 
-3072.814 
dayOfMonth__4    -1.515e+04   7758.442     -1.953      0.051   -3.04e+04 
73.836 
dayOfMonth__5    -2.094e+04   7723.946     -2.711      0.007   -3.61e+04 
-5775.917 
dayOfMonth__6    -7368.6402   7702.065     -0.957      0.339   -2.25e+04 
7748.631 
dayOfMonth__7    -1.501e+04   7672.547     -1.956      0.051   -3.01e+04 
49.820 
dayOfMonth__8    -1.635e+04   7705.567     -2.122      0.034   -3.15e+04 
-1230.104 
dayOfMonth__9      -2.2e+04   7832.984     -2.809      0.005   -3.74e+04 
-6625.061 
dayOfMonth__10   -1.976e+04   7836.360     -2.522      0.012   -3.51e+04 
-4383.782 
dayOfMonth__11   -1049.8216   7722.702     -0.136      0.892   -1.62e+04 
1.41e+04 
dayOfMonth__12   -2.177e+04   7822.883     -2.783      0.006   -3.71e+04 
-6412.997 
dayOfMonth__13    -1.59e+04   7889.084     -2.015      0.044   -3.14e+04 
-411.712 
dayOfMonth__14   -1.616e+04   7579.468     -2.133      0.033    -3.1e+04 
-1287.029 
dayOfMonth__15   -2.416e+04   7680.827     -3.146      0.002   -3.92e+04 
-9088.141 
dayOfMonth__16   -2.003e+04   7845.527     -2.553      0.011   -3.54e+04 
-4628.812 
dayOfMonth__17   -2.041e+04   7679.990     -2.657      0.008   -3.55e+04 
-5334.644 
dayOfMonth__18   -1.114e+04   7627.940     -1.461      0.144   -2.61e+04 
3827.118 
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dayOfMonth__19   -1.469e+04   7643.862     -1.922      0.055   -2.97e+04 
309.372 
dayOfMonth__20   -3.216e+04   7579.582     -4.243      0.000    -4.7e+04 
-1.73e+04 
dayOfMonth__21   -1.991e+04   7615.536     -2.615      0.009   -3.49e+04 
-4964.279 
dayOfMonth__22   -2.628e+04   7638.656     -3.441      0.001   -4.13e+04 
-1.13e+04 
dayOfMonth__23    -1.59e+04   7691.695     -2.067      0.039    -3.1e+04 
-798.795 
dayOfMonth__24   -2.669e+04   7621.991     -3.502      0.000   -4.16e+04 
-1.17e+04 
dayOfMonth__25    -2.38e+04   7570.943     -3.144      0.002   -3.87e+04 
-8944.804 
dayOfMonth__26   -2.703e+04   7634.544     -3.541      0.000    -4.2e+04 
-1.2e+04 
dayOfMonth__27   -1.534e+04   7701.682     -1.991      0.047   -3.05e+04 
-219.798 
dayOfMonth__28   -1.982e+04   7748.391     -2.558      0.011    -3.5e+04 
-4610.361 
dayOfMonth__29   -2.191e+04   7891.134     -2.777      0.006   -3.74e+04 
-6423.409 
dayOfMonth__30   -1.766e+04   9261.962     -1.907      0.057   -3.58e+04 
515.183 
dayOfWeek__0      1.227e+05   9813.535     12.498      0.000    1.03e+05 
1.42e+05 
dayOfWeek__1      2.299e+04   9615.163      2.391      0.017    4117.592 
4.19e+04 
dayOfWeek__2      6835.8666   9764.204      0.700      0.484   -1.23e+04 
2.6e+04 
dayOfWeek__3       538.6590   9877.556      0.055      0.957   -1.88e+04 
1.99e+04 
dayOfWeek__4      1.415e+04   9711.775      1.457      0.146   -4916.088 
3.32e+04 
dayOfWeek__5      1.944e+04   9601.987      2.024      0.043     592.383 
3.83e+04 
dayOfWeek__6      9.666e+04   9709.003      9.956      0.000    7.76e+04 
1.16e+05 
monthOfYear__0    1.923e+04   6424.410      2.993      0.003    6617.730 
3.18e+04 
monthOfYear__1    1.541e+04   6560.682      2.349      0.019    2537.177 
2.83e+04 
monthOfYear__2    2.319e+04   7480.854      3.100      0.002    8505.228 
3.79e+04 
monthOfYear__3    4.625e+04   8241.429      5.612      0.000    3.01e+04 
6.24e+04 
monthOfYear__4    4.466e+04   8182.177      5.458      0.000    2.86e+04 
6.07e+04 
monthOfYear__5    1.485e+04   7106.845      2.089      0.037     899.818 
2.88e+04 
monthOfYear__6    7080.8844   6775.333      1.045      0.296   -6217.438 
2.04e+04 
monthOfYear__7    1.491e+04   6611.439      2.255      0.024    1933.730 
2.79e+04 
monthOfYear__8    1.417e+04   6609.279      2.143      0.032    1193.906 
2.71e+04 
monthOfYear__9    3.512e+04   6525.406      5.381      0.000    2.23e+04 
4.79e+04 
monthOfYear__10   2.845e+04   6213.754      4.579      0.000    1.63e+04 
4.06e+04 
monthOfYear__11   1.995e+04   6448.847      3.093      0.002    7291.488 
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3.26e+04 
feelsLikeMax     -2381.2619    755.985     -3.150      0.002   -3865.076 
-897.448 
weatherScore__0  -3493.0112   4233.913     -0.825      0.410   -1.18e+04 
4817.126 
weatherScore__1   1399.1564   6283.236      0.223      0.824   -1.09e+04 
1.37e+04 
weatherScore__2  -3586.0890   4183.867     -0.857      0.392   -1.18e+04 
4625.819 
weatherScore__3  -7697.7055   1.13e+04     -0.680      0.497   -2.99e+04 
1.45e+04 
weatherScore__4   -774.6693   4345.592     -0.178      0.859   -9304.005 
7754.666 
weatherScore__5  -5762.1897   3.51e+04     -0.164      0.870   -7.47e+04 
6.32e+04 
weatherScore__6  -4907.1700   4087.369     -1.201      0.230   -1.29e+04 
3115.336 
weatherScore__7  -3420.4285   4063.600     -0.842      0.400   -1.14e+04 
4555.425 
weatherScore__8   3.205e+04   4.03e+04      0.795      0.427   -4.71e+04 
1.11e+05 
weatherScore__9  -5904.2853   4375.907     -1.349      0.178   -1.45e+04 
2684.551 
weatherScore__10 -4292.2124   4968.574     -0.864      0.388    -1.4e+04 
5459.883 
weatherScore__11 -2457.7853   4272.679     -0.575      0.565   -1.08e+04 
5928.439 
weatherScore__12  1.748e+04   1.63e+04      1.071      0.284   -1.46e+04 
4.95e+04 
weatherScore__13 -3747.8354   4495.752     -0.834      0.405   -1.26e+04 
5076.226 
weatherScore__14 -2727.9877   4196.262     -0.650      0.516    -1.1e+04 
5508.250 
weatherScore__15 -3570.9857   4202.625     -0.850      0.396   -1.18e+04 
4677.739 
weatherScore__16 -8071.9773   4827.133     -1.672      0.095   -1.75e+04 
1402.504 
weatherScore__17 -9106.3008   6585.618     -1.383      0.167    -2.2e+04 
3819.658 
weatherScore__18 -3.506e+04   2.12e+04     -1.654      0.098   -7.67e+04 
6536.122 
weatherScore__19 -4730.5689   4399.310     -1.075      0.283   -1.34e+04 
3904.200 
currentHoliday    5.449e+04   4586.038     11.882      0.000    4.55e+04 
6.35e+04 
3_Month Avg        262.0082     65.397      4.006      0.000     133.649 
390.367 
========================================================================
====== 
Omnibus:                      510.286   Durbin-Watson:                   
1.459 
Prob(Omnibus):                  0.000   Jarque-Bera (JB):             73
31.398 
Skew:                           2.207   Prob(JB):                        
0.00 
Kurtosis:                      16.098   Cond. No.                     2.
41e+17 
========================================================================
====== 

Warnings: 
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[1] Standard Errors assume that the covariance matrix of the errors is c
orrectly specified. 
[2] The smallest eigenvalue is 2.55e-29. This might indicate that there 
are 
strong multicollinearity problems or that the design matrix is singular. 
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In [32]:

# understanding data statistically
# understanding the relation between the target and the features 

for n in range(dfTarget.shape[1]): 
   X2 = sm.add_constant(dfFeatures) 
   est = sm.OLS(dfTarget.iloc[:, n:n+1], X2) # chaat 
   est2 = est.fit() 
   print(dfTarget.columns[n], "---"*10, '\n', est2.summary(), '\n\n')
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barjariOota ------------------------------  
                            OLS Regression Results                        
==========================================================================
==== 
Dep. Variable:            barjariOota   R-squared:                       
0.633 
Model:                            OLS   Adj. R-squared:                  
0.600 
Method:                 Least Squares   F-statistic:                     1
9.22 
Date:                Tue, 25 Aug 2020   Prob (F-statistic):          4.86e
-127 
Time:                        15:18:23   Log-Likelihood:                -50
69.0 
No. Observations:                 852   AIC:                         1.028
e+04 
Df Residuals:                     781   BIC:                         1.062
e+04 
Df Model:                          70                                      
Covariance Type:            nonrobust                                      
==========================================================================
========== 
                      coef    std err          t      P>|t|      [0.025   
0.975] 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------- 
const              492.6752     56.140      8.776      0.000     382.471   
602.879 
dayOfMonth__0       69.4058     18.535      3.745      0.000      33.021   
105.790 
dayOfMonth__1       50.7085     19.000      2.669      0.008      13.411   
88.006 
dayOfMonth__2       14.2932     18.321      0.780      0.436     -21.672   
50.258 
dayOfMonth__3       22.0402     18.295      1.205      0.229     -13.873   
57.953 
dayOfMonth__4       31.5828     18.355      1.721      0.086      -4.448   
67.614 
dayOfMonth__5       22.0694     18.306      1.206      0.228     -13.866   
58.005 
dayOfMonth__6       48.5532     18.289      2.655      0.008      12.651   
84.455 
dayOfMonth__7       16.1137     18.354      0.878      0.380     -19.915   
52.142 
dayOfMonth__8       18.8985     18.349      1.030      0.303     -17.120   
54.917 
dayOfMonth__9       -2.2257     18.885     -0.118      0.906     -39.298   
34.846 
dayOfMonth__10       6.6424     18.677      0.356      0.722     -30.021   
43.306 
dayOfMonth__11      17.0293     19.116      0.891      0.373     -20.495   
54.554 
dayOfMonth__12       2.0445     18.774      0.109      0.913     -34.810   
38.899 
dayOfMonth__13      -4.4604     19.130     -0.233      0.816     -42.012   
33.091 
dayOfMonth__14      48.8662     18.109      2.698      0.007      13.317   
84.415 
dayOfMonth__15      -1.2136     19.012     -0.064      0.949     -38.535   
36.108 
dayOfMonth__16      -0.8013     19.178     -0.042      0.967     -38.448   
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36.845 
dayOfMonth__17      25.3097     18.439      1.373      0.170     -10.887   
61.506 
dayOfMonth__18      37.8916     18.280      2.073      0.039       2.007   
73.776 
dayOfMonth__19      28.8490     17.971      1.605      0.109      -6.428   
64.126 
dayOfMonth__20      -9.6646     17.986     -0.537      0.591     -44.971   
25.642 
dayOfMonth__21       9.4965     18.023      0.527      0.598     -25.883   
44.876 
dayOfMonth__22     -13.3973     18.314     -0.732      0.465     -49.349   
22.554 
dayOfMonth__23      32.6104     18.272      1.785      0.075      -3.258   
68.479 
dayOfMonth__24     -10.1266     18.426     -0.550      0.583     -46.297   
26.044 
dayOfMonth__25       5.8304     17.975      0.324      0.746     -29.455   
41.116 
dayOfMonth__26       5.8887     17.932      0.328      0.743     -29.311   
41.089 
dayOfMonth__27      26.0841     18.337      1.422      0.155      -9.911   
62.080 
dayOfMonth__28      -1.2345     18.949     -0.065      0.948     -38.432   
35.963 
dayOfMonth__29       1.2762     18.645      0.068      0.945     -35.325   
37.877 
dayOfMonth__30      -5.6853     23.395     -0.243      0.808     -51.609   
40.238 
dayOfWeek__0       252.3939     11.543     21.865      0.000     229.734   
275.054 
dayOfWeek__1        40.7048     11.533      3.529      0.000      18.066   
63.344 
dayOfWeek__2         1.4135     11.475      0.123      0.902     -21.113   
23.940 
dayOfWeek__3       -19.5865     11.703     -1.674      0.095     -42.559   
3.386 
dayOfWeek__4         5.5479     11.582      0.479      0.632     -17.188   
28.284 
dayOfWeek__5        14.7223     11.464      1.284      0.199      -7.781   
37.225 
dayOfWeek__6       197.4792     11.602     17.021      0.000     174.705   
220.254 
monthOfYear__0      38.6380     14.213      2.719      0.007      10.739   
66.537 
monthOfYear__1      42.9541     13.834      3.105      0.002      15.798   
70.110 
monthOfYear__2      74.9874     15.704      4.775      0.000      44.161   
105.814 
monthOfYear__3     129.4638     18.394      7.039      0.000      93.357   
165.571 
monthOfYear__4     134.1078     18.678      7.180      0.000      97.443   
170.773 
monthOfYear__5      42.0256     14.354      2.928      0.004      13.849   
70.202 
monthOfYear__6       1.6287     13.244      0.123      0.902     -24.369   
27.627 
monthOfYear__7     -33.5842     12.626     -2.660      0.008     -58.369   
-8.799 
monthOfYear__8     -26.0397     12.040     -2.163      0.031     -49.674   
-2.405 
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monthOfYear__9      26.5100     11.181      2.371      0.018       4.561   
48.459 
monthOfYear__10     27.2638     10.518      2.592      0.010       6.616   
47.912 
monthOfYear__11     34.7198     11.259      3.084      0.002      12.618   
56.821 
feelsLikeMin        -4.2452      2.205     -1.925      0.055      -8.574   
0.084 
feelsLikeMax        -5.3507      2.783     -1.923      0.055     -10.814   
0.113 
weatherScore__0      4.0801      2.731      1.494      0.136      -1.281   
9.441 
weatherScore__1     19.5207     12.830      1.522      0.129      -5.664   
44.705 
weatherScore__3    -16.0917     31.752     -0.507      0.612     -78.422   
46.239 
weatherScore__4     10.5471      3.409      3.094      0.002       3.856   
17.239 
weatherScore__5     32.2998    100.186      0.322      0.747    -164.365   
228.965 
weatherScore__6     -0.1036      1.781     -0.058      0.954      -3.600   
3.392 
weatherScore__7     -0.1205      3.459     -0.035      0.972      -6.911   
6.670 
weatherScore__8     70.6989    116.050      0.609      0.543    -157.108   
298.506 
weatherScore__9      0.7332      5.471      0.134      0.893     -10.007   
11.473 
weatherScore__10   -15.9224      8.384     -1.899      0.058     -32.381   
0.536 
weatherScore__11     3.7245      2.804      1.329      0.184      -1.779   
9.228 
weatherScore__12   101.7752     45.198      2.252      0.025      13.051   
190.499 
weatherScore__13     1.5641      5.055      0.309      0.757      -8.358   
11.486 
weatherScore__14     4.1108      0.877      4.689      0.000       2.390   
5.832 
weatherScore__15    -1.1067      1.362     -0.813      0.417      -3.780   
1.567 
weatherScore__16   -13.3265      6.902     -1.931      0.054     -26.875   
0.222 
weatherScore__17    -6.1870     14.430     -0.429      0.668     -34.513   
22.139 
weatherScore__18   -81.5726     59.576     -1.369      0.171    -198.520   
35.375 
weatherScore__19     0.8449      3.375      0.250      0.802      -5.781   
7.471 
currentHoliday     163.8465     13.899     11.788      0.000     136.562   
191.131 
3_Month Avg          0.6781      0.196      3.461      0.001       0.294   
1.063 
==========================================================================
==== 
Omnibus:                      185.236   Durbin-Watson:                   
1.337 
Prob(Omnibus):                  0.000   Jarque-Bera (JB):              88
4.066 
Skew:                           0.913   Prob(JB):                    1.07e
-192 
Kurtosis:                       7.645   Cond. No.                     2.56
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e+17 
==========================================================================
==== 

Warnings: 
[1] Standard Errors assume that the covariance matrix of the errors is cor
rectly specified. 
[2] The smallest eigenvalue is 2.57e-29. This might indicate that there ar
e 
strong multicollinearity problems or that the design matrix is singular.  

chaat ------------------------------  
                            OLS Regression Results                        
==========================================================================
==== 
Dep. Variable:                  chaat   R-squared:                       
0.630 
Model:                            OLS   Adj. R-squared:                  
0.597 
Method:                 Least Squares   F-statistic:                     1
9.01 
Date:                Tue, 25 Aug 2020   Prob (F-statistic):          6.39e
-126 
Time:                        15:18:23   Log-Likelihood:                -44
13.6 
No. Observations:                 852   AIC:                             8
969. 
Df Residuals:                     781   BIC:                             9
306. 
Df Model:                          70                                      
Covariance Type:            nonrobust                                      
==========================================================================
========== 
                      coef    std err          t      P>|t|      [0.025   
0.975] 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------- 
const              272.3624     26.011     10.471      0.000     221.302   
323.422 
dayOfMonth__0       14.9083      8.588      1.736      0.083      -1.949   
31.766 
dayOfMonth__1       12.5151      8.803      1.422      0.156      -4.766   
29.796 
dayOfMonth__2       13.1481      8.489      1.549      0.122      -3.515   
29.811 
dayOfMonth__3       14.1131      8.476      1.665      0.096      -2.526   
30.752 
dayOfMonth__4        9.0777      8.504      1.067      0.286      -7.616   
25.772 
dayOfMonth__5        3.5553      8.482      0.419      0.675     -13.094   
20.205 
dayOfMonth__6       25.0548      8.474      2.957      0.003       8.421   
41.689 
dayOfMonth__7       15.5355      8.504      1.827      0.068      -1.157   
32.228 
dayOfMonth__8       13.1074      8.501      1.542      0.124      -3.581   
29.796 
dayOfMonth__9       13.7225      8.750      1.568      0.117      -3.454   
30.899 
dayOfMonth__10       7.4177      8.654      0.857      0.392      -9.569   
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24.405 
dayOfMonth__11       8.9721      8.857      1.013      0.311      -8.414   
26.358 
dayOfMonth__12       4.0402      8.699      0.464      0.642     -13.035   
21.116 
dayOfMonth__13      -2.9312      8.863     -0.331      0.741     -20.330   
14.467 
dayOfMonth__14      13.6506      8.391      1.627      0.104      -2.820   
30.121 
dayOfMonth__15       1.7067      8.809      0.194      0.846     -15.585   
18.999 
dayOfMonth__16       8.7426      8.886      0.984      0.325      -8.700   
26.185 
dayOfMonth__17       8.9478      8.543      1.047      0.295      -7.823   
25.718 
dayOfMonth__18       7.4945      8.470      0.885      0.377      -9.132   
24.121 
dayOfMonth__19      17.5977      8.326      2.113      0.035       1.253   
33.942 
dayOfMonth__20       1.2897      8.333      0.155      0.877     -15.068   
17.648 
dayOfMonth__21      14.6703      8.351      1.757      0.079      -1.722   
31.063 
dayOfMonth__22       7.0359      8.485      0.829      0.407      -9.621   
23.693 
dayOfMonth__23       1.4422      8.466      0.170      0.865     -15.176   
18.061 
dayOfMonth__24       2.2171      8.537      0.260      0.795     -14.541   
18.976 
dayOfMonth__25       4.6743      8.328      0.561      0.575     -11.675   
21.023 
dayOfMonth__26      -3.2351      8.308     -0.389      0.697     -19.544   
13.074 
dayOfMonth__27      12.0813      8.496      1.422      0.155      -4.596   
28.759 
dayOfMonth__28       3.4791      8.780      0.396      0.692     -13.756   
20.714 
dayOfMonth__29      13.0724      8.639      1.513      0.131      -3.886   
30.031 
dayOfMonth__30       5.2586     10.839      0.485      0.628     -16.019   
26.536 
dayOfWeek__0       119.1916      5.348     22.286      0.000     108.693   
129.690 
dayOfWeek__1        14.4194      5.344      2.698      0.007       3.930   
24.909 
dayOfWeek__2        -2.1587      5.317     -0.406      0.685     -12.596   
8.278 
dayOfWeek__3        -6.3213      5.422     -1.166      0.244     -16.965   
4.322 
dayOfWeek__4        11.5878      5.366      2.159      0.031       1.054   
22.122 
dayOfWeek__5        17.3892      5.311      3.274      0.001       6.963   
27.815 
dayOfWeek__6       118.2543      5.375     21.999      0.000     107.702   
128.806 
monthOfYear__0      17.5324      6.585      2.662      0.008       4.606   
30.459 
monthOfYear__1      13.3317      6.409      2.080      0.038       0.750   
25.914 
monthOfYear__2      22.3755      7.276      3.075      0.002       8.093   
36.658 
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monthOfYear__3      48.1549      8.522      5.651      0.000      31.426   
64.884 
monthOfYear__4      47.9959      8.654      5.546      0.000      31.008   
64.984 
monthOfYear__5      20.6787      6.650      3.109      0.002       7.624   
33.734 
monthOfYear__6      10.7527      6.136      1.752      0.080      -1.293   
22.798 
monthOfYear__7      26.6895      5.850      4.562      0.000      15.206   
38.173 
monthOfYear__8      14.9693      5.578      2.683      0.007       4.019   
25.920 
monthOfYear__9      26.9206      5.181      5.196      0.000      16.751   
37.090 
monthOfYear__10     15.3843      4.873      3.157      0.002       5.818   
24.951 
monthOfYear__11      7.5769      5.217      1.452      0.147      -2.663   
17.817 
feelsLikeMin        -0.0208      1.022     -0.020      0.984      -2.026   
1.985 
feelsLikeMax        -4.4111      1.289     -3.421      0.001      -6.942   
-1.880 
weatherScore__0     -1.2379      1.265     -0.978      0.328      -3.722   
1.246 
weatherScore__1      8.5781      5.944      1.443      0.149      -3.091   
20.247 
weatherScore__3    -26.9651     14.712     -1.833      0.067     -55.844   
1.914 
weatherScore__4      6.5762      1.579      4.164      0.000       3.476   
9.677 
weatherScore__5      4.0759     46.418      0.088      0.930     -87.044   
95.196 
weatherScore__6     -1.5549      0.825     -1.884      0.060      -3.175   
0.065 
weatherScore__7     -2.8609      1.603     -1.785      0.075      -6.007   
0.285 
weatherScore__8     31.5695     53.769      0.587      0.557     -73.979   
137.118 
weatherScore__9     -0.8372      2.535     -0.330      0.741      -5.813   
4.139 
weatherScore__10    -0.3324      3.885     -0.086      0.932      -7.958   
7.293 
weatherScore__11     1.8053      1.299      1.390      0.165      -0.745   
4.355 
weatherScore__12    41.6137     20.941      1.987      0.047       0.506   
82.722 
weatherScore__13     1.7594      2.342      0.751      0.453      -2.838   
6.357 
weatherScore__14     1.7484      0.406      4.304      0.000       0.951   
2.546 
weatherScore__15    -0.0833      0.631     -0.132      0.895      -1.322   
1.155 
weatherScore__16    -6.7303      3.198     -2.105      0.036     -13.008   
-0.453 
weatherScore__17    -8.3629      6.686     -1.251      0.211     -21.487   
4.761 
weatherScore__18    -5.9689     27.603     -0.216      0.829     -60.154   
48.216 
weatherScore__19    -0.9284      1.564     -0.594      0.553      -3.998   
2.141 
currentHoliday      50.7127      6.440      7.875      0.000      38.071   
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63.354 
3_Month Avg          0.1700      0.091      1.872      0.062      -0.008   
0.348 
==========================================================================
==== 
Omnibus:                       68.577   Durbin-Watson:                   
1.512 
Prob(Omnibus):                  0.000   Jarque-Bera (JB):              10
4.325 
Skew:                           0.600   Prob(JB):                     2.22
e-23 
Kurtosis:                       4.224   Cond. No.                     2.56
e+17 
==========================================================================
==== 

Warnings: 
[1] Standard Errors assume that the covariance matrix of the errors is cor
rectly specified. 
[2] The smallest eigenvalue is 2.57e-29. This might indicate that there ar
e 
strong multicollinearity problems or that the design matrix is singular.  

hotBeverages ------------------------------  
                            OLS Regression Results                        
==========================================================================
==== 
Dep. Variable:           hotBeverages   R-squared:                       
0.474 
Model:                            OLS   Adj. R-squared:                  
0.427 
Method:                 Least Squares   F-statistic:                     1
0.05 
Date:                Tue, 25 Aug 2020   Prob (F-statistic):           2.32
e-70 
Time:                        15:18:23   Log-Likelihood:                -59
68.5 
No. Observations:                 852   AIC:                         1.208
e+04 
Df Residuals:                     781   BIC:                         1.242
e+04 
Df Model:                          70                                      
Covariance Type:            nonrobust                                      
==========================================================================
========== 
                      coef    std err          t      P>|t|      [0.025   
0.975] 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------- 
const              668.9256    161.342      4.146      0.000     352.210   
985.641 
dayOfMonth__0       35.1264     53.268      0.659      0.510     -69.439   
139.692 
dayOfMonth__1      -26.4509     54.605     -0.484      0.628    -133.641   
80.739 
dayOfMonth__2       29.0746     52.654      0.552      0.581     -74.285   
132.434 
dayOfMonth__3      -12.9073     52.578     -0.245      0.806    -116.117   
90.303 
dayOfMonth__4       -5.6835     52.751     -0.108      0.914    -109.233   
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97.866 
dayOfMonth__5      -13.6954     52.610     -0.260      0.795    -116.970   
89.579 
dayOfMonth__6       92.7467     52.562      1.765      0.078     -10.432   
195.925 
dayOfMonth__7       41.0030     52.747      0.777      0.437     -62.539   
144.545 
dayOfMonth__8       -5.8343     52.732     -0.111      0.912    -109.348   
97.679 
dayOfMonth__9       37.7756     54.274      0.696      0.487     -68.766   
144.317 
dayOfMonth__10      34.1102     53.676      0.635      0.525     -71.257   
139.477 
dayOfMonth__11      65.0202     54.937      1.184      0.237     -42.822   
172.862 
dayOfMonth__12      31.0114     53.956      0.575      0.566     -74.904   
136.927 
dayOfMonth__13      40.5801     54.977      0.738      0.461     -67.339   
148.499 
dayOfMonth__14      -2.8206     52.045     -0.054      0.957    -104.985   
99.344 
dayOfMonth__15      69.1093     54.640      1.265      0.206     -38.149   
176.368 
dayOfMonth__16      93.0184     55.116      1.688      0.092     -15.174   
201.211 
dayOfMonth__17      51.1184     52.993      0.965      0.335     -52.907   
155.143 
dayOfMonth__18       5.8743     52.536      0.112      0.911     -97.254   
109.003 
dayOfMonth__19      27.9854     51.647      0.542      0.588     -73.398   
129.369 
dayOfMonth__20     -12.8430     51.689     -0.248      0.804    -114.309   
88.624 
dayOfMonth__21      28.6159     51.797      0.552      0.581     -73.062   
130.294 
dayOfMonth__22      53.6877     52.634      1.020      0.308     -49.633   
157.008 
dayOfMonth__23     -17.7861     52.512     -0.339      0.735    -120.868   
85.296 
dayOfMonth__24     -58.0339     52.954     -1.096      0.273    -161.984   
45.916 
dayOfMonth__25     -39.4432     51.660     -0.764      0.445    -140.851   
61.965 
dayOfMonth__26     -17.0081     51.534     -0.330      0.741    -118.169   
84.153 
dayOfMonth__27      53.1554     52.699      1.009      0.313     -50.292   
156.603 
dayOfMonth__28      35.5242     54.459      0.652      0.514     -71.378   
142.427 
dayOfMonth__29      29.7863     53.585      0.556      0.578     -75.402   
134.975 
dayOfMonth__30      27.1087     67.234      0.403      0.687    -104.872   
159.089 
dayOfWeek__0        64.9190     33.174      1.957      0.051      -0.203   
130.041 
dayOfWeek__1       146.6774     33.145      4.425      0.000      81.614   
211.741 
dayOfWeek__2        15.4376     32.979      0.468      0.640     -49.301   
80.176 
dayOfWeek__3        29.6675     33.632      0.882      0.378     -36.353   
95.688 
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dayOfWeek__4        95.4249     33.286      2.867      0.004      30.085   
160.765 
dayOfWeek__5       138.9342     32.945      4.217      0.000      74.263   
203.606 
dayOfWeek__6       177.8651     33.343      5.334      0.000     112.413   
243.317 
monthOfYear__0     225.3552     40.846      5.517      0.000     145.175   
305.536 
monthOfYear__1      18.9830     39.757      0.477      0.633     -59.060   
97.026 
monthOfYear__2    -372.7800     45.131     -8.260      0.000    -461.373   
-284.187 
monthOfYear__3    -420.9798     52.862     -7.964      0.000    -524.748   
-317.212 
monthOfYear__4    -373.5911     53.678     -6.960      0.000    -478.962   
-268.220 
monthOfYear__5    -158.7602     41.251     -3.849      0.000    -239.736   
-77.784 
monthOfYear__6     -25.3133     38.062     -0.665      0.506    -100.029   
49.403 
monthOfYear__7     472.9847     36.286     13.035      0.000     401.755   
544.214 
monthOfYear__8     335.1036     34.601      9.685      0.000     267.181   
403.026 
monthOfYear__9     314.1358     32.134      9.776      0.000     251.056   
377.215 
monthOfYear__10    340.1459     30.229     11.252      0.000     280.806   
399.486 
monthOfYear__11    313.6417     32.357      9.693      0.000     250.125   
377.159 
feelsLikeMin        11.6951      6.338      1.845      0.065      -0.746   
24.136 
feelsLikeMax        23.6783      7.998      2.960      0.003       7.977   
39.379 
weatherScore__0     -0.2968      7.849     -0.038      0.970     -15.704   
15.110 
weatherScore__1    -38.4027     36.871     -1.042      0.298    -110.781   
33.976 
weatherScore__3     -9.1113     91.253     -0.100      0.920    -188.242   
170.020 
weatherScore__4    -10.0440      9.797     -1.025      0.306     -29.275   
9.187 
weatherScore__5   -395.7186    287.924     -1.374      0.170    -960.916   
169.479 
weatherScore__6     -8.9102      5.118     -1.741      0.082     -18.957   
1.137 
weatherScore__7    -24.9696      9.942     -2.511      0.012     -44.486   
-5.453 
weatherScore__8    169.1710    333.517      0.507      0.612    -485.524   
823.866 
weatherScore__9    -64.2655     15.724     -4.087      0.000     -95.131   
-33.400 
weatherScore__10     5.7775     24.096      0.240      0.811     -41.524   
53.079 
weatherScore__11    -2.6575      8.057     -0.330      0.742     -18.474   
13.159 
weatherScore__12  -299.3572    129.895     -2.305      0.021    -554.341   
-44.373 
weatherScore__13    -0.5015     14.526     -0.035      0.972     -29.017   
28.014 
weatherScore__14   -12.1154      2.520     -4.808      0.000     -17.061   
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-7.169 
weatherScore__15     4.7677      3.914      1.218      0.224      -2.916   
12.451 
weatherScore__16     3.5620     19.836      0.180      0.858     -35.376   
42.500 
weatherScore__17   -75.2835     41.471     -1.815      0.070    -156.690   
6.124 
weatherScore__18   133.3562    171.215      0.779      0.436    -202.741   
469.453 
weatherScore__19    -0.5852      9.700     -0.060      0.952     -19.627   
18.457 
currentHoliday     -10.7101     39.946     -0.268      0.789     -89.124   
67.703 
3_Month Avg          0.4921      0.563      0.874      0.382      -0.613   
1.597 
==========================================================================
==== 
Omnibus:                       99.222   Durbin-Watson:                   
0.564 
Prob(Omnibus):                  0.000   Jarque-Bera (JB):              36
8.245 
Skew:                          -0.503   Prob(JB):                     1.09
e-80 
Kurtosis:                       6.059   Cond. No.                     2.56
e+17 
==========================================================================
==== 

Warnings: 
[1] Standard Errors assume that the covariance matrix of the errors is cor
rectly specified. 
[2] The smallest eigenvalue is 2.57e-29. This might indicate that there ar
e 
strong multicollinearity problems or that the design matrix is singular.  

iceCream ------------------------------  
                            OLS Regression Results                        
==========================================================================
==== 
Dep. Variable:               iceCream   R-squared:                       
0.777 
Model:                            OLS   Adj. R-squared:                  
0.757 
Method:                 Least Squares   F-statistic:                     3
8.87 
Date:                Tue, 25 Aug 2020   Prob (F-statistic):          1.25e
-208 
Time:                        15:18:23   Log-Likelihood:                -51
90.2 
No. Observations:                 852   AIC:                         1.052
e+04 
Df Residuals:                     781   BIC:                         1.086
e+04 
Df Model:                          70                                      
Covariance Type:            nonrobust                                      
==========================================================================
========== 
                      coef    std err          t      P>|t|      [0.025   
0.975] 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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---------- 
const              195.9137     64.724      3.027      0.003      68.861   
322.967 
dayOfMonth__0       53.3829     21.369      2.498      0.013      11.436   
95.330 
dayOfMonth__1      -11.3266     21.905     -0.517      0.605     -54.327   
31.674 
dayOfMonth__2        6.1867     21.123      0.293      0.770     -35.277   
47.650 
dayOfMonth__3       14.8185     21.092      0.703      0.483     -26.585   
56.222 
dayOfMonth__4       19.6306     21.161      0.928      0.354     -21.909   
61.171 
dayOfMonth__5      -12.0091     21.105     -0.569      0.570     -53.439   
29.420 
dayOfMonth__6       37.2710     21.086      1.768      0.078      -4.120   
78.662 
dayOfMonth__7       19.1747     21.160      0.906      0.365     -22.362   
60.712 
dayOfMonth__8       12.5781     21.154      0.595      0.552     -28.947   
54.103 
dayOfMonth__9       -7.7339     21.773     -0.355      0.723     -50.474   
35.006 
dayOfMonth__10      -2.4574     21.533     -0.114      0.909     -44.726   
39.811 
dayOfMonth__11      15.8345     22.039      0.718      0.473     -27.427   
59.096 
dayOfMonth__12     -17.4596     21.645     -0.807      0.420     -59.948   
25.029 
dayOfMonth__13     -14.1356     22.054     -0.641      0.522     -57.428   
29.157 
dayOfMonth__14      35.1995     20.878      1.686      0.092      -5.785   
76.184 
dayOfMonth__15      -6.9207     21.919     -0.316      0.752     -49.948   
36.107 
dayOfMonth__16      -7.7230     22.110     -0.349      0.727     -51.125   
35.679 
dayOfMonth__17     -15.9740     21.259     -0.751      0.453     -57.705   
25.757 
dayOfMonth__18      25.9480     21.075      1.231      0.219     -15.423   
67.319 
dayOfMonth__19       7.1066     20.719      0.343      0.732     -33.564   
47.777 
dayOfMonth__20     -25.4260     20.736     -1.226      0.220     -66.130   
15.278 
dayOfMonth__21      12.0213     20.779      0.579      0.563     -28.768   
52.810 
dayOfMonth__22     -26.2320     21.115     -1.242      0.214     -67.680   
15.216 
dayOfMonth__23      16.1446     21.066      0.766      0.444     -25.208   
57.497 
dayOfMonth__24      -0.4527     21.243     -0.021      0.983     -42.153   
41.248 
dayOfMonth__25       7.4901     20.724      0.361      0.718     -33.191   
48.171 
dayOfMonth__26      -9.9944     20.673     -0.483      0.629     -50.576   
30.587 
dayOfMonth__27      32.3375     21.141      1.530      0.127      -9.161   
73.836 
dayOfMonth__28       5.7587     21.847      0.264      0.792     -37.126   
48.644 
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dayOfMonth__29      13.9100     21.496      0.647      0.518     -28.287   
56.107 
dayOfMonth__30      18.9653     26.971      0.703      0.482     -33.980   
71.910 
dayOfWeek__0       371.9987     13.308     27.953      0.000     345.875   
398.123 
dayOfWeek__1       -67.7274     13.296     -5.094      0.000     -93.828   
-41.627 
dayOfWeek__2       -77.6969     13.230     -5.873      0.000    -103.667   
-51.726 
dayOfWeek__3       -76.5589     13.492     -5.674      0.000    -103.044   
-50.074 
dayOfWeek__4       -65.4779     13.353     -4.904      0.000     -91.690   
-39.266 
dayOfWeek__5       -73.1001     13.216     -5.531      0.000     -99.044   
-47.157 
dayOfWeek__6       184.4762     13.376     13.792      0.000     158.220   
210.733 
monthOfYear__0     -18.6285     16.386     -1.137      0.256     -50.794   
13.537 
monthOfYear__1     -23.6311     15.949     -1.482      0.139     -54.939   
7.676 
monthOfYear__2      63.7389     18.105      3.521      0.000      28.199   
99.279 
monthOfYear__3     184.1590     21.206      8.684      0.000     142.532   
225.786 
monthOfYear__4     152.5827     21.534      7.086      0.000     110.312   
194.853 
monthOfYear__5     -13.5123     16.548     -0.817      0.414     -45.997   
18.972 
monthOfYear__6     -14.3391     15.269     -0.939      0.348     -44.312   
15.634 
monthOfYear__7     -42.3846     14.556     -2.912      0.004     -70.959   
-13.810 
monthOfYear__8     -44.7771     13.881     -3.226      0.001     -72.025   
-17.529 
monthOfYear__9       8.6850     12.891      0.674      0.501     -16.620   
33.990 
monthOfYear__10    -26.5180     12.127     -2.187      0.029     -50.323   
-2.713 
monthOfYear__11    -29.4612     12.980     -2.270      0.023     -54.942   
-3.981 
feelsLikeMin         4.0591      2.542      1.597      0.111      -0.932   
9.050 
feelsLikeMax         8.4861      3.209      2.645      0.008       2.187   
14.785 
weatherScore__0      0.0246      3.149      0.008      0.994      -6.156   
6.205 
weatherScore__1    -29.2221     14.791     -1.976      0.049     -58.257   
-0.187 
weatherScore__3      4.5774     36.607      0.125      0.901     -67.283   
76.437 
weatherScore__4      4.2396      3.930      1.079      0.281      -3.475   
11.954 
weatherScore__5     44.7628    115.503      0.388      0.698    -181.971   
271.497 
weatherScore__6    -12.7108      2.053     -6.191      0.000     -16.741   
-8.680 
weatherScore__7    -17.4765      3.988     -4.382      0.000     -25.306   
-9.647 
weatherScore__8     97.2777    133.793      0.727      0.467    -165.359   
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359.914 
weatherScore__9     -7.9705      6.308     -1.264      0.207     -20.352   
4.412 
weatherScore__10   -28.4214      9.666     -2.940      0.003     -47.397   
-9.446 
weatherScore__11     1.7061      3.232      0.528      0.598      -4.639   
8.051 
weatherScore__12    10.5721     52.108      0.203      0.839     -91.717   
112.861 
weatherScore__13    -4.2359      5.827     -0.727      0.468     -15.675   
7.203 
weatherScore__14    -0.6138      1.011     -0.607      0.544      -2.598   
1.370 
weatherScore__15     0.8702      1.570      0.554      0.580      -2.212   
3.953 
weatherScore__16   -19.9391      7.957     -2.506      0.012     -35.560   
-4.319 
weatherScore__17   -46.3510     16.636     -2.786      0.005     -79.008   
-13.694 
weatherScore__18  -160.0351     68.685     -2.330      0.020    -294.863   
-25.207 
weatherScore__19   -19.9332      3.891     -5.122      0.000     -27.572   
-12.294 
currentHoliday     130.7288     16.025      8.158      0.000      99.273   
162.185 
3_Month Avg          0.3405      0.226      1.508      0.132      -0.103   
0.784 
==========================================================================
==== 
Omnibus:                       67.724   Durbin-Watson:                   
1.558 
Prob(Omnibus):                  0.000   Jarque-Bera (JB):              18
7.625 
Skew:                           0.396   Prob(JB):                     1.81
e-41 
Kurtosis:                       5.158   Cond. No.                     2.56
e+17 
==========================================================================
==== 

Warnings: 
[1] Standard Errors assume that the covariance matrix of the errors is cor
rectly specified. 
[2] The smallest eigenvalue is 2.57e-29. This might indicate that there ar
e 
strong multicollinearity problems or that the design matrix is singular.  

idly ------------------------------  
                            OLS Regression Results                        
==========================================================================
==== 
Dep. Variable:                   idly   R-squared:                       
0.617 
Model:                            OLS   Adj. R-squared:                  
0.582 
Method:                 Least Squares   F-statistic:                     1
7.94 
Date:                Tue, 25 Aug 2020   Prob (F-statistic):          3.97e
-120 
Time:                        15:18:24   Log-Likelihood:                -39
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64.6 
No. Observations:                 852   AIC:                             8
071. 
Df Residuals:                     781   BIC:                             8
408. 
Df Model:                          70                                      
Covariance Type:            nonrobust                                      
==========================================================================
========== 
                      coef    std err          t      P>|t|      [0.025   
0.975] 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------- 
const              133.0797     15.358      8.665      0.000     102.933   
163.227 
dayOfMonth__0        2.0239      5.070      0.399      0.690      -7.929   
11.977 
dayOfMonth__1        8.6215      5.198      1.659      0.098      -1.581   
18.825 
dayOfMonth__2        9.5757      5.012      1.911      0.056      -0.263   
19.414 
dayOfMonth__3       -0.9560      5.005     -0.191      0.849     -10.780   
8.868 
dayOfMonth__4        2.0938      5.021      0.417      0.677      -7.763   
11.950 
dayOfMonth__5        5.4699      5.008      1.092      0.275      -4.360   
15.300 
dayOfMonth__6        2.3802      5.003      0.476      0.634      -7.441   
12.201 
dayOfMonth__7       11.0988      5.021      2.211      0.027       1.243   
20.955 
dayOfMonth__8        7.2054      5.019      1.436      0.152      -2.648   
17.058 
dayOfMonth__9        7.2872      5.166      1.411      0.159      -2.854   
17.428 
dayOfMonth__10       4.0375      5.109      0.790      0.430      -5.992   
14.067 
dayOfMonth__11       4.5498      5.229      0.870      0.385      -5.715   
14.815 
dayOfMonth__12       2.2998      5.136      0.448      0.654      -7.782   
12.382 
dayOfMonth__13      -6.0114      5.233     -1.149      0.251     -16.284   
4.261 
dayOfMonth__14      -2.1067      4.954     -0.425      0.671     -11.831   
7.618 
dayOfMonth__15       0.5351      5.201      0.103      0.918      -9.674   
10.745 
dayOfMonth__16       4.3496      5.246      0.829      0.407      -5.949   
14.648 
dayOfMonth__17      -0.9684      5.044     -0.192      0.848     -10.870   
8.933 
dayOfMonth__18       5.3853      5.001      1.077      0.282      -4.431   
15.202 
dayOfMonth__19       6.1531      4.916      1.252      0.211      -3.497   
15.803 
dayOfMonth__20       5.2638      4.920      1.070      0.285      -4.394   
14.922 
dayOfMonth__21       4.7495      4.930      0.963      0.336      -4.929   
14.428 
dayOfMonth__22       7.0586      5.010      1.409      0.159      -2.776   
16.893 
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dayOfMonth__23      12.7500      4.998      2.551      0.011       2.938   
22.562 
dayOfMonth__24       0.8827      5.041      0.175      0.861      -9.012   
10.777 
dayOfMonth__25       1.3417      4.917      0.273      0.785      -8.311   
10.994 
dayOfMonth__26       1.0847      4.905      0.221      0.825      -8.545   
10.714 
dayOfMonth__27      16.1190      5.016      3.213      0.001       6.272   
25.966 
dayOfMonth__28       1.6227      5.184      0.313      0.754      -8.553   
11.798 
dayOfMonth__29       2.5542      5.101      0.501      0.617      -7.458   
12.567 
dayOfMonth__30       6.6287      6.400      1.036      0.301      -5.934   
19.191 
dayOfWeek__0        88.4395      3.158     28.007      0.000      82.241   
94.638 
dayOfWeek__1        11.8571      3.155      3.758      0.000       5.664   
18.050 
dayOfWeek__2        -2.1565      3.139     -0.687      0.492      -8.319   
4.006 
dayOfWeek__3        -5.3306      3.201     -1.665      0.096     -11.615   
0.954 
dayOfWeek__4         0.7309      3.168      0.231      0.818      -5.489   
6.950 
dayOfWeek__5        10.4121      3.136      3.320      0.001       4.256   
16.568 
dayOfWeek__6        29.1272      3.174      9.178      0.000      22.897   
35.357 
monthOfYear__0      18.8295      3.888      4.843      0.000      11.197   
26.462 
monthOfYear__1       8.7117      3.784      2.302      0.022       1.283   
16.140 
monthOfYear__2       3.8875      4.296      0.905      0.366      -4.545   
12.320 
monthOfYear__3       8.8343      5.032      1.756      0.080      -1.043   
18.712 
monthOfYear__4      13.3199      5.109      2.607      0.009       3.290   
23.350 
monthOfYear__5       4.4002      3.927      1.121      0.263      -3.308   
12.108 
monthOfYear__6       0.2041      3.623      0.056      0.955      -6.908   
7.316 
monthOfYear__7      10.3085      3.454      2.985      0.003       3.528   
17.089 
monthOfYear__8       3.3917      3.294      1.030      0.303      -3.074   
9.857 
monthOfYear__9      16.1715      3.059      5.287      0.000      10.167   
22.176 
monthOfYear__10     20.4402      2.877      7.104      0.000      14.792   
26.088 
monthOfYear__11     24.5807      3.080      7.981      0.000      18.535   
30.627 
feelsLikeMin         0.2396      0.603      0.397      0.691      -0.945   
1.424 
feelsLikeMax        -0.0999      0.761     -0.131      0.896      -1.594   
1.395 
weatherScore__0      0.5120      0.747      0.685      0.493      -0.954   
1.979 
weatherScore__1     -1.5350      3.510     -0.437      0.662      -8.424   
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5.354 
weatherScore__3      4.5941      8.686      0.529      0.597     -12.457   
21.645 
weatherScore__4     -0.2685      0.933     -0.288      0.773      -2.099   
1.562 
weatherScore__5    -29.8831     27.406     -1.090      0.276     -83.682   
23.916 
weatherScore__6     -0.3041      0.487     -0.624      0.533      -1.260   
0.652 
weatherScore__7     -1.4861      0.946     -1.570      0.117      -3.344   
0.372 
weatherScore__8      9.9049     31.746      0.312      0.755     -52.413   
72.223 
weatherScore__9     -1.1491      1.497     -0.768      0.443      -4.087   
1.789 
weatherScore__10    -7.4297      2.294     -3.239      0.001     -11.932   
-2.927 
weatherScore__11    -0.5961      0.767     -0.777      0.437      -2.102   
0.909 
weatherScore__12     2.5582     12.364      0.207      0.836     -21.713   
26.829 
weatherScore__13    -0.4814      1.383     -0.348      0.728      -3.196   
2.233 
weatherScore__14    -0.1934      0.240     -0.806      0.420      -0.664   
0.277 
weatherScore__15     0.0011      0.373      0.003      0.998      -0.730   
0.732 
weatherScore__16    -0.4751      1.888     -0.252      0.801      -4.181   
3.231 
weatherScore__17    -1.5567      3.947     -0.394      0.693      -9.306   
6.192 
weatherScore__18   -13.7624     16.297     -0.844      0.399     -45.754   
18.229 
weatherScore__19     1.2072      0.923      1.307      0.191      -0.605   
3.020 
currentHoliday      19.4557      3.802      5.117      0.000      11.992   
26.920 
3_Month Avg          0.1059      0.054      1.976      0.049       0.001   
0.211 
==========================================================================
==== 
Omnibus:                      148.773   Durbin-Watson:                   
1.716 
Prob(Omnibus):                  0.000   Jarque-Bera (JB):              55
0.091 
Skew:                           0.792   Prob(JB):                    3.54e
-120 
Kurtosis:                       6.604   Cond. No.                     2.56
e+17 
==========================================================================
==== 

Warnings: 
[1] Standard Errors assume that the covariance matrix of the errors is cor
rectly specified. 
[2] The smallest eigenvalue is 2.57e-29. This might indicate that there ar
e 
strong multicollinearity problems or that the design matrix is singular.  

juice ------------------------------  
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                            OLS Regression Results                        
==========================================================================
==== 
Dep. Variable:                  juice   R-squared:                       
0.626 
Model:                            OLS   Adj. R-squared:                  
0.593 
Method:                 Least Squares   F-statistic:                     1
8.70 
Date:                Tue, 25 Aug 2020   Prob (F-statistic):          2.87e
-124 
Time:                        15:18:24   Log-Likelihood:                -32
84.3 
No. Observations:                 852   AIC:                             6
711. 
Df Residuals:                     781   BIC:                             7
048. 
Df Model:                          70                                      
Covariance Type:            nonrobust                                      
==========================================================================
========== 
                      coef    std err          t      P>|t|      [0.025   
0.975] 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------- 
const                5.3905      6.911      0.780      0.436      -8.175   
18.956 
dayOfMonth__0        3.6472      2.282      1.599      0.110      -0.832   
8.126 
dayOfMonth__1       -4.4765      2.339     -1.914      0.056      -9.068   
0.115 
dayOfMonth__2        2.8268      2.255      1.253      0.210      -1.600   
7.254 
dayOfMonth__3       -1.1845      2.252     -0.526      0.599      -5.605   
3.236 
dayOfMonth__4        5.0826      2.259      2.249      0.025       0.647   
9.518 
dayOfMonth__5        2.8924      2.253      1.284      0.200      -1.531   
7.316 
dayOfMonth__6        0.5176      2.251      0.230      0.818      -3.902   
4.937 
dayOfMonth__7        1.0641      2.259      0.471      0.638      -3.371   
5.499 
dayOfMonth__8        0.8682      2.259      0.384      0.701      -3.566   
5.302 
dayOfMonth__9        2.8987      2.325      1.247      0.213      -1.665   
7.462 
dayOfMonth__10      -3.2057      2.299     -1.394      0.164      -7.719   
1.307 
dayOfMonth__11      -2.1012      2.353     -0.893      0.372      -6.720   
2.518 
dayOfMonth__12      -1.4279      2.311     -0.618      0.537      -5.965   
3.109 
dayOfMonth__13       2.9335      2.355      1.246      0.213      -1.689   
7.556 
dayOfMonth__14      -2.0969      2.229     -0.941      0.347      -6.473   
2.279 
dayOfMonth__15       0.1697      2.340      0.073      0.942      -4.424   
4.764 
dayOfMonth__16       1.3001      2.361      0.551      0.582      -3.334   
5.934 
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dayOfMonth__17       1.5591      2.270      0.687      0.492      -2.897   
6.015 
dayOfMonth__18      -0.1968      2.250     -0.087      0.930      -4.614   
4.220 
dayOfMonth__19      -0.1868      2.212     -0.084      0.933      -4.529   
4.156 
dayOfMonth__20      -0.5530      2.214     -0.250      0.803      -4.899   
3.793 
dayOfMonth__21      -0.4630      2.219     -0.209      0.835      -4.818   
3.892 
dayOfMonth__22       1.2009      2.254      0.533      0.594      -3.225   
5.626 
dayOfMonth__23       0.1349      2.249      0.060      0.952      -4.280   
4.550 
dayOfMonth__24      -3.6063      2.268     -1.590      0.112      -8.059   
0.846 
dayOfMonth__25       3.4481      2.213      1.558      0.120      -0.896   
7.792 
dayOfMonth__26      -1.7631      2.207     -0.799      0.425      -6.096   
2.570 
dayOfMonth__27       0.0452      2.257      0.020      0.984      -4.386   
4.476 
dayOfMonth__28      -0.6177      2.333     -0.265      0.791      -5.197   
3.961 
dayOfMonth__29       0.6905      2.295      0.301      0.764      -3.815   
5.196 
dayOfMonth__30      -4.0099      2.880     -1.392      0.164      -9.663   
1.643 
dayOfWeek__0         7.8029      1.421      5.491      0.000       5.014   
10.592 
dayOfWeek__1        -1.5298      1.420     -1.078      0.282      -4.317   
1.257 
dayOfWeek__2        -5.1832      1.413     -3.669      0.000      -7.956   
-2.410 
dayOfWeek__3        -2.5361      1.441     -1.760      0.079      -5.364   
0.292 
dayOfWeek__4        -1.0027      1.426     -0.703      0.482      -3.801   
1.796 
dayOfWeek__5        -2.9661      1.411     -2.102      0.036      -5.736   
-0.196 
dayOfWeek__6        10.8054      1.428      7.566      0.000       8.002   
13.609 
monthOfYear__0      -5.0221      1.750     -2.871      0.004      -8.456   
-1.588 
monthOfYear__1       6.7564      1.703      3.968      0.000       3.414   
10.099 
monthOfYear__2      19.5551      1.933     10.116      0.000      15.760   
23.350 
monthOfYear__3      19.5768      2.264      8.646      0.000      15.132   
24.021 
monthOfYear__4       2.8390      2.299      1.235      0.217      -1.674   
7.352 
monthOfYear__5      -8.0742      1.767     -4.570      0.000     -11.543   
-4.606 
monthOfYear__6      -6.8332      1.630     -4.191      0.000     -10.033   
-3.633 
monthOfYear__7      -5.4677      1.554     -3.518      0.000      -8.519   
-2.417 
monthOfYear__8      -3.8450      1.482     -2.594      0.010      -6.754   
-0.936 
monthOfYear__9      -1.6597      1.376     -1.206      0.228      -4.362   
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1.042 
monthOfYear__10     -5.0555      1.295     -3.905      0.000      -7.597   
-2.514 
monthOfYear__11     -7.3793      1.386     -5.324      0.000     -10.100   
-4.659 
feelsLikeMin         0.2016      0.271      0.743      0.458      -0.331   
0.734 
feelsLikeMax         1.2210      0.343      3.564      0.000       0.548   
1.894 
weatherScore__0     -0.3029      0.336     -0.901      0.368      -0.963   
0.357 
weatherScore__1     -0.6626      1.579     -0.420      0.675      -3.763   
2.438 
weatherScore__3     -2.1996      3.909     -0.563      0.574      -9.872   
5.473 
weatherScore__4      0.1695      0.420      0.404      0.686      -0.654   
0.993 
weatherScore__5     30.4536     12.333      2.469      0.014       6.245   
54.662 
weatherScore__6     -1.3995      0.219     -6.384      0.000      -1.830   
-0.969 
weatherScore__7     -1.1163      0.426     -2.621      0.009      -1.952   
-0.280 
weatherScore__8     32.3397     14.285      2.264      0.024       4.297   
60.382 
weatherScore__9     -1.3257      0.673     -1.968      0.049      -2.648   
-0.004 
weatherScore__10    -2.2006      1.032     -2.132      0.033      -4.227   
-0.175 
weatherScore__11     1.2300      0.345      3.564      0.000       0.553   
1.907 
weatherScore__12    -8.0130      5.564     -1.440      0.150     -18.935   
2.909 
weatherScore__13    -0.7586      0.622     -1.219      0.223      -1.980   
0.463 
weatherScore__14    -0.2250      0.108     -2.085      0.037      -0.437   
-0.013 
weatherScore__15     0.4914      0.168      2.931      0.003       0.162   
0.821 
weatherScore__16    -1.4832      0.850     -1.746      0.081      -3.151   
0.185 
weatherScore__17    -5.4368      1.776     -3.061      0.002      -8.924   
-1.950 
weatherScore__18   -12.8036      7.334     -1.746      0.081     -27.200   
1.592 
weatherScore__19    -1.1911      0.415     -2.867      0.004      -2.007   
-0.376 
currentHoliday       1.7293      1.711      1.011      0.312      -1.629   
5.088 
3_Month Avg          0.0011      0.024      0.045      0.964      -0.046   
0.048 
==========================================================================
==== 
Omnibus:                       18.324   Durbin-Watson:                   
1.662 
Prob(Omnibus):                  0.000   Jarque-Bera (JB):               2
0.104 
Skew:                           0.307   Prob(JB):                     4.31
e-05 
Kurtosis:                       3.435   Cond. No.                     2.56
e+17 
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==========================================================================
==== 

Warnings: 
[1] Standard Errors assume that the covariance matrix of the errors is cor
rectly specified. 
[2] The smallest eigenvalue is 2.57e-29. This might indicate that there ar
e 
strong multicollinearity problems or that the design matrix is singular.  

masalaDosa ------------------------------  
                            OLS Regression Results                        
==========================================================================
==== 
Dep. Variable:             masalaDosa   R-squared:                       
0.686 
Model:                            OLS   Adj. R-squared:                  
0.658 
Method:                 Least Squares   F-statistic:                     2
4.39 
Date:                Tue, 25 Aug 2020   Prob (F-statistic):          1.74e
-152 
Time:                        15:18:24   Log-Likelihood:                -43
40.8 
No. Observations:                 852   AIC:                             8
824. 
Df Residuals:                     781   BIC:                             9
161. 
Df Model:                          70                                      
Covariance Type:            nonrobust                                      
==========================================================================
========== 
                      coef    std err          t      P>|t|      [0.025   
0.975] 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------- 
const              157.0802     23.883      6.577      0.000     110.198   
203.963 
dayOfMonth__0       26.7402      7.885      3.391      0.001      11.262   
42.219 
dayOfMonth__1       -0.2513      8.083     -0.031      0.975     -16.118   
15.616 
dayOfMonth__2       -0.6983      7.794     -0.090      0.929     -15.998   
14.602 
dayOfMonth__3        1.5056      7.783      0.193      0.847     -13.772   
16.784 
dayOfMonth__4        7.9865      7.809      1.023      0.307      -7.342   
23.315 
dayOfMonth__5       -5.2934      7.788     -0.680      0.497     -20.581   
9.994 
dayOfMonth__6       22.6817      7.781      2.915      0.004       7.408   
37.955 
dayOfMonth__7       11.9587      7.808      1.532      0.126      -3.368   
27.286 
dayOfMonth__8       -5.2374      7.806     -0.671      0.502     -20.560   
10.085 
dayOfMonth__9       -4.8414      8.034     -0.603      0.547     -20.612   
10.930 
dayOfMonth__10       0.9386      7.946      0.118      0.906     -14.659   
16.536 
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dayOfMonth__11      15.5124      8.132      1.908      0.057      -0.451   
31.476 
dayOfMonth__12       2.2181      7.987      0.278      0.781     -13.460   
17.897 
dayOfMonth__13       7.0649      8.138      0.868      0.386      -8.910   
23.040 
dayOfMonth__14      13.6942      7.704      1.778      0.076      -1.429   
28.817 
dayOfMonth__15      -4.7047      8.088     -0.582      0.561     -20.582   
11.172 
dayOfMonth__16      10.4603      8.159      1.282      0.200      -5.555   
26.476 
dayOfMonth__17      10.5402      7.844      1.344      0.179      -4.858   
25.939 
dayOfMonth__18       6.6314      7.777      0.853      0.394      -8.635   
21.897 
dayOfMonth__19       6.8709      7.645      0.899      0.369      -8.137   
21.878 
dayOfMonth__20     -13.1681      7.651     -1.721      0.086     -28.188   
1.852 
dayOfMonth__21       1.4548      7.667      0.190      0.850     -13.596   
16.506 
dayOfMonth__22       0.6292      7.791      0.081      0.936     -14.665   
15.923 
dayOfMonth__23      14.2982      7.773      1.839      0.066      -0.961   
29.557 
dayOfMonth__24      -3.9561      7.839     -0.505      0.614     -19.344   
11.431 
dayOfMonth__25       0.8448      7.647      0.110      0.912     -14.166   
15.856 
dayOfMonth__26      -1.0008      7.628     -0.131      0.896     -15.975   
13.974 
dayOfMonth__27       8.6544      7.801      1.109      0.268      -6.659   
23.968 
dayOfMonth__28      15.2902      8.061      1.897      0.058      -0.534   
31.115 
dayOfMonth__29       5.9975      7.932      0.756      0.450      -9.573   
21.568 
dayOfMonth__30       4.2592      9.952      0.428      0.669     -15.278   
23.796 
dayOfWeek__0       120.6236      4.911     24.563      0.000     110.984   
130.263 
dayOfWeek__1        -0.7017      4.906     -0.143      0.886     -10.333   
8.929 
dayOfWeek__2       -27.3825      4.882     -5.609      0.000     -36.966   
-17.799 
dayOfWeek__3       -28.8347      4.979     -5.792      0.000     -38.608   
-19.062 
dayOfWeek__4       -14.4597      4.927     -2.935      0.003     -24.132   
-4.788 
dayOfWeek__5        20.9464      4.877      4.295      0.000      11.373   
30.520 
dayOfWeek__6        86.8889      4.936     17.604      0.000      77.200   
96.578 
monthOfYear__0      26.0800      6.046      4.313      0.000      14.211   
37.949 
monthOfYear__1       0.9813      5.885      0.167      0.868     -10.571   
12.534 
monthOfYear__2      -8.1642      6.681     -1.222      0.222     -21.278   
4.950 
monthOfYear__3      10.7324      7.825      1.372      0.171      -4.628   
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26.093 
monthOfYear__4       9.9255      7.946      1.249      0.212      -5.672   
25.523 
monthOfYear__5       3.7144      6.106      0.608      0.543      -8.272   
15.701 
monthOfYear__6      10.2263      5.634      1.815      0.070      -0.834   
21.286 
monthOfYear__7      26.7900      5.371      4.988      0.000      16.246   
37.334 
monthOfYear__8       5.4975      5.122      1.073      0.283      -4.557   
15.552 
monthOfYear__9      21.7497      4.757      4.572      0.000      12.412   
31.087 
monthOfYear__10     21.3904      4.475      4.780      0.000      12.606   
30.174 
monthOfYear__11     28.1568      4.790      5.879      0.000      18.754   
37.559 
feelsLikeMin         1.1059      0.938      1.179      0.239      -0.736   
2.947 
feelsLikeMax        -0.7437      1.184     -0.628      0.530      -3.068   
1.580 
weatherScore__0     -0.4212      1.162     -0.363      0.717      -2.702   
1.859 
weatherScore__1     -1.9992      5.458     -0.366      0.714     -12.713   
8.715 
weatherScore__3     -4.8920     13.508     -0.362      0.717     -31.408   
21.624 
weatherScore__4      1.4675      1.450      1.012      0.312      -1.379   
4.314 
weatherScore__5    -65.8037     42.621     -1.544      0.123    -149.469   
17.861 
weatherScore__6      0.1023      0.758      0.135      0.893      -1.385   
1.590 
weatherScore__7     -3.3576      1.472     -2.281      0.023      -6.247   
-0.469 
weatherScore__8    132.5963     49.370      2.686      0.007      35.683   
229.509 
weatherScore__9     -5.4550      2.328     -2.344      0.019     -10.024   
-0.886 
weatherScore__10    -6.4296      3.567     -1.803      0.072     -13.431   
0.572 
weatherScore__11    -0.6974      1.193     -0.585      0.559      -3.039   
1.644 
weatherScore__12    10.4456     19.228      0.543      0.587     -27.299   
48.190 
weatherScore__13    -1.1955      2.150     -0.556      0.578      -5.417   
3.026 
weatherScore__14    -0.6660      0.373     -1.786      0.075      -1.398   
0.066 
weatherScore__15    -0.3091      0.579     -0.533      0.594      -1.447   
0.828 
weatherScore__16    -3.4511      2.936     -1.175      0.240      -9.215   
2.313 
weatherScore__17    -7.1568      6.139     -1.166      0.244     -19.207   
4.894 
weatherScore__18   -44.9679     25.345     -1.774      0.076     -94.720   
4.784 
weatherScore__19     2.0782      1.436      1.447      0.148      -0.740   
4.897 
currentHoliday      54.8437      5.913      9.275      0.000      43.236   
66.451 
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3_Month Avg          0.2283      0.083      2.739      0.006       0.065   
0.392 
==========================================================================
==== 
Omnibus:                      236.791   Durbin-Watson:                   
1.481 
Prob(Omnibus):                  0.000   Jarque-Bera (JB):              88
1.602 
Skew:                           1.281   Prob(JB):                    3.65e
-192 
Kurtosis:                       7.274   Cond. No.                     2.56
e+17 
==========================================================================
==== 

Warnings: 
[1] Standard Errors assume that the covariance matrix of the errors is cor
rectly specified. 
[2] The smallest eigenvalue is 2.57e-29. This might indicate that there ar
e 
strong multicollinearity problems or that the design matrix is singular.  

southMeals ------------------------------  
                            OLS Regression Results                        
==========================================================================
==== 
Dep. Variable:             southMeals   R-squared:                       
0.197 
Model:                            OLS   Adj. R-squared:                  
0.126 
Method:                 Least Squares   F-statistic:                     
2.745 
Date:                Tue, 25 Aug 2020   Prob (F-statistic):           1.63
e-11 
Time:                        15:18:24   Log-Likelihood:                -37
88.2 
No. Observations:                 852   AIC:                             7
718. 
Df Residuals:                     781   BIC:                             8
056. 
Df Model:                          70                                      
Covariance Type:            nonrobust                                      
==========================================================================
========== 
                      coef    std err          t      P>|t|      [0.025   
0.975] 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------- 
const               97.7726     12.486      7.831      0.000      73.263   
122.282 
dayOfMonth__0       12.1181      4.122      2.940      0.003       4.026   
20.210 
dayOfMonth__1        4.7409      4.226      1.122      0.262      -3.554   
13.036 
dayOfMonth__2       -0.6603      4.075     -0.162      0.871      -8.659   
7.338 
dayOfMonth__3        2.2880      4.069      0.562      0.574      -5.699   
10.275 
dayOfMonth__4        5.8610      4.082      1.436      0.151      -2.152   
13.874 
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dayOfMonth__5       10.2548      4.071      2.519      0.012       2.263   
18.247 
dayOfMonth__6        6.2754      4.068      1.543      0.123      -1.709   
14.260 
dayOfMonth__7        2.6073      4.082      0.639      0.523      -5.405   
10.620 
dayOfMonth__8        4.8752      4.081      1.195      0.233      -3.135   
12.886 
dayOfMonth__9       -1.2736      4.200     -0.303      0.762      -9.518   
6.971 
dayOfMonth__10      -3.1823      4.154     -0.766      0.444     -11.336   
4.972 
dayOfMonth__11       7.3027      4.251      1.718      0.086      -1.043   
15.648 
dayOfMonth__12       4.3597      4.175      1.044      0.297      -3.837   
12.556 
dayOfMonth__13       3.1383      4.254      0.738      0.461      -5.213   
11.490 
dayOfMonth__14       7.3946      4.028      1.836      0.067      -0.511   
15.301 
dayOfMonth__15       5.3886      4.228      1.274      0.203      -2.912   
13.689 
dayOfMonth__16      -0.6747      4.265     -0.158      0.874      -9.047   
7.698 
dayOfMonth__17       3.5878      4.101      0.875      0.382      -4.462   
11.638 
dayOfMonth__18       9.2018      4.066      2.263      0.024       1.221   
17.182 
dayOfMonth__19       1.7424      3.997      0.436      0.663      -6.103   
9.588 
dayOfMonth__20       0.8125      4.000      0.203      0.839      -7.040   
8.664 
dayOfMonth__21      -0.5514      4.008     -0.138      0.891      -8.420   
7.317 
dayOfMonth__22       2.0056      4.073      0.492      0.623      -5.990   
10.001 
dayOfMonth__23       2.5550      4.064      0.629      0.530      -5.422   
10.532 
dayOfMonth__24       2.3421      4.098      0.572      0.568      -5.702   
10.386 
dayOfMonth__25       0.8753      3.998      0.219      0.827      -6.972   
8.723 
dayOfMonth__26       1.4094      3.988      0.353      0.724      -6.419   
9.238 
dayOfMonth__27       0.0872      4.078      0.021      0.983      -7.918   
8.093 
dayOfMonth__28       1.7734      4.214      0.421      0.674      -6.499   
10.046 
dayOfMonth__29       1.6319      4.147      0.394      0.694      -6.508   
9.772 
dayOfMonth__30      -0.5140      5.203     -0.099      0.921     -10.727   
9.699 
dayOfWeek__0        16.5577      2.567      6.450      0.000      11.518   
21.597 
dayOfWeek__1        21.6212      2.565      8.430      0.000      16.586   
26.656 
dayOfWeek__2        10.9519      2.552      4.291      0.000       5.942   
15.962 
dayOfWeek__3         3.9382      2.603      1.513      0.131      -1.171   
9.047 
dayOfWeek__4        14.4260      2.576      5.600      0.000       9.370   
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19.482 
dayOfWeek__5         5.3828      2.549      2.111      0.035       0.378   
10.387 
dayOfWeek__6        24.8948      2.580      9.648      0.000      19.830   
29.960 
monthOfYear__0       4.1917      3.161      1.326      0.185      -2.013   
10.397 
monthOfYear__1       8.1740      3.077      2.657      0.008       2.135   
14.213 
monthOfYear__2       8.6297      3.493      2.471      0.014       1.774   
15.485 
monthOfYear__3      15.4176      4.091      3.769      0.000       7.387   
23.448 
monthOfYear__4      14.8422      4.154      3.573      0.000       6.688   
22.996 
monthOfYear__5       8.9962      3.192      2.818      0.005       2.730   
15.263 
monthOfYear__6      -1.4250      2.945     -0.484      0.629      -7.207   
4.357 
monthOfYear__7       8.8744      2.808      3.160      0.002       3.362   
14.387 
monthOfYear__8      12.4702      2.678      4.657      0.000       7.214   
17.726 
monthOfYear__9      16.3388      2.487      6.570      0.000      11.457   
21.220 
monthOfYear__10      5.3503      2.339      2.287      0.022       0.758   
9.942 
monthOfYear__11     -4.0875      2.504     -1.632      0.103      -9.003   
0.828 
feelsLikeMin        -1.2668      0.490     -2.583      0.010      -2.230   
-0.304 
feelsLikeMax        -0.2296      0.619     -0.371      0.711      -1.445   
0.985 
weatherScore__0      0.8228      0.607      1.355      0.176      -0.370   
2.015 
weatherScore__1      7.2054      2.853      2.525      0.012       1.604   
12.806 
weatherScore__3     -0.5836      7.062     -0.083      0.934     -14.446   
13.279 
weatherScore__4      0.5681      0.758      0.749      0.454      -0.920   
2.056 
weatherScore__5    -11.5914     22.281     -0.520      0.603     -55.329   
32.147 
weatherScore__6     -0.9176      0.396     -2.317      0.021      -1.695   
-0.140 
weatherScore__7     -0.0876      0.769     -0.114      0.909      -1.598   
1.423 
weatherScore__8      3.5454     25.809      0.137      0.891     -47.119   
54.209 
weatherScore__9      0.6171      1.217      0.507      0.612      -1.771   
3.006 
weatherScore__10    -0.8191      1.865     -0.439      0.661      -4.480   
2.841 
weatherScore__11    -0.7877      0.624     -1.263      0.207      -2.012   
0.436 
weatherScore__12     0.0122     10.052      0.001      0.999     -19.720   
19.744 
weatherScore__13    -0.1019      1.124     -0.091      0.928      -2.309   
2.105 
weatherScore__14     0.5799      0.195      2.974      0.003       0.197   
0.963 
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APPENDIX - I

weatherScore__15    -0.4237      0.303     -1.399      0.162      -1.018   
0.171 
weatherScore__16    -1.4402      1.535     -0.938      0.348      -4.453   
1.573 
weatherScore__17     2.8538      3.209      0.889      0.374      -3.446   
9.154 
weatherScore__18   -13.6991     13.250     -1.034      0.301     -39.708   
12.310 
weatherScore__19     0.0627      0.751      0.084      0.933      -1.411   
1.536 
currentHoliday      -0.0006      3.091     -0.000      1.000      -6.069   
6.067 
3_Month Avg          0.0228      0.044      0.524      0.600      -0.063   
0.108 
==========================================================================
==== 
Omnibus:                      172.087   Durbin-Watson:                   
1.654 
Prob(Omnibus):                  0.000   Jarque-Bera (JB):              54
4.221 
Skew:                           0.972   Prob(JB):                    6.67e
-119 
Kurtosis:                       6.398   Cond. No.                     2.56
e+17 
==========================================================================
==== 

Warnings: 
[1] Standard Errors assume that the covariance matrix of the errors is cor
rectly specified. 
[2] The smallest eigenvalue is 2.57e-29. This might indicate that there ar
e 
strong multicollinearity problems or that the design matrix is singular.  
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In [20]:

# Interpretation 

# checking before normalisation of result.
from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error
print("Evaluating Multiple Linear Regression model")
print('-----------------OUTLIER--------------------')
test_set_rmse = (np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(y_test, y_pred)))
test_set_r2 = r2_score(y_test, y_pred)
adjusted_r_squared = 1 - (1-test_set_r2)*(len(dfTarget)-1)/(len(dfTarget)-normalizedFea
ture.shape[1]-1) 

#X_addC = sm.add_constant(normalizedFeature)
#result = sm.OLS(dfTarget, X_addC).fit() 

# Displaying the errors.
print('Mean Absolute Error:', metrics.mean_absolute_error(y_test, y_pred))
print('Mean Squared Error:', metrics.mean_squared_error(y_test, y_pred))   
print('Root Mean Squared Error:', np.sqrt(metrics.mean_squared_error(y_test, y_pred)))
print("R2: ", test_set_r2)
print("Adj. R2: ", adjusted_r_squared) 

#print("R2: ", result.rsquared)
#print("Adj. R2: ", result.rsquared_adj)

Evaluating Multiple Linear Regression model 
-----------------OUTLIER-------------------- 
Mean Absolute Error: 10657.909821555188 
Mean Squared Error: 170353180.2712492 
Root Mean Squared Error: 13051.941628403385 
R2:  0.9147162182504006 
Adj. R2:  0.907584123427996 
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In [42]:

# Interpretation 

# checking before normalisation of result.
from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error
print("Evaluating Multiple Linear Regression model")
print('-----------------No-Outlier------------------')
test_set_rmse = (np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(y_test, y_pred)))
test_set_r2 = r2_score(y_test, y_pred)
adjusted_r_squared = 1 - (1-test_set_r2)*(len(dfTarget)-1)/(len(dfTarget)-normalizedFea
ture.shape[1]-1)
#X_addC = sm.add_constant(normalizedFeature)
#result = sm.OLS(dfTarget, X_addC).fit() 

# Displaying the errors.
print('Mean Absolute Error:', metrics.mean_absolute_error(y_test, y_pred))
print('Mean Squared Error:', metrics.mean_squared_error(y_test, y_pred))   
print('Root Mean Squared Error:', np.sqrt(metrics.mean_squared_error(y_test, y_pred)))
print("R2: ", test_set_r2)
print("Adj. R2: ", adjusted_r_squared) 

#print("R2: ", result.rsquared)
#print("Adj. R2: ", result.rsquared_adj)

Evaluating Multiple Linear Regression model 
-----------------No-Outlier------------------ 
Mean Absolute Error: 10450.161838563272 
Mean Squared Error: 145252780.34009507 
Root Mean Squared Error: 12052.086140585583 
R2:  0.9272822121822292 
Adj. R2:  0.9211211585604371 


